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Abstract 

 

By announcing ‘pivot to Asia’ policy in 2011, the 2nd Obama Administration is moving U.S. 

strategic center of gravity to East Asia-western Pacific area. Inter alia, U.S. is intensively 

deploying its conventional military forces on this area in order to check China emerging 

regional military power by its sustained economic growth, and ‘Air-Sea Battle’ concept is 

mentioned as a background of the military disposition. This battle concept is now interpreted 

as a thing to counter-act Chinese expansionists’ maritime strategy has been constructed since 

1980’s for regional extension of influence in military. Received much attention from military 

academia, the Air-Sea Battle concept is recognized as a regular operation doctrine derived 

from superiority in military technology has dominated war fighting styles of the U.S. military 

forces for a long time as well as the military has put stress on it by itself and conservative 

military professionalism.  

However, war was just a repeated event tackling enemy’s weak points through unthinkable 

war patterns in terms of its mean and way, and especially the war patterns served a golden 

opportunity for the weak encountering the strong enemy. Meanwhile, the military cannot 

adapt to changes seasonably signed its own death warrant and recent asymmetric warfare 

between regular forces and irregular ones in Middle East shows that point suitably. In the 

respect, this thesis will identify critical but neglected threats on the Air-Sea Battle and will 

search for its limitations while expecting China’s spectrum of war at the comprehensive and 

multi-modal level.   
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Acronyms 

 

A2/AD: Anti-Access and Arial-Denial 

ADB: Asian Development Bank 

AFV: Armored Fighting Vehicle  

AIM: Air Interceptor Missile 

AIIB: Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank 

AMS: Academy of Military Science 

ARPANET: Advanced Research Projects Agency+network 

ASAT: Anti-Satellite  

ASB: Air-Sea Battle 

ASBM: Air-to-Surface Ballistic Missile 

ASEAN: Association of South East Asian Nations 

CCJO: Capstone Concept for Joint Operations 

CONADCOM: Continental Air Defense Command 

CSBA: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments  

CVG: Carrier Air Group 

DARPA: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

DCA: Defensive Counter-Air 

DDG: Guided Missile Destroyer 

DDos: Distributed Denial of Service 

DoD: Department of Defense 

EW: Electronic Warfare 
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FDI: Foreign Direct Investment 

FEBA: Forward Edge of the Battle Area 

FFG: Guided missile Frigate 

FY: Fiscal Year 

GDP: Gross Domestic Product 

HMAS: His[Her] Majesty’s Australian Ship 

IADS: Integrated Air Defense System 

ICBM: Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 

IFV: Infantry Fighting Vehicle 

IRBM: Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile 

ISR: Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 

JDAM: Joint Direct Attack Munition 

JSF: Joint Strike Fighter 

LACM: Land Attack Cruise Missile 

LANTIRN: Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infra-Red for Night 

LCS: Littoral Combat Ship 

MDBS: Mutually denied battle space Strategy 

MIRV: Multiple Independently-targeted Reentry Vehicle 

MLRS: Multiple Launch Rocket System 

MRBM: Medium Range Ballistic Missile 

NATO: North Atlantic Treaty Organization  

NCW: Network-Centric Warfare 

NM: Nautical Mile(s)  

OCA: Offensive Counter-Air 
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OMG: Operation Maneuver Group 

PGM: Precision Guided Munition 

PLA: People’s Liberation Army 

PLAN: People’s Liberation Army Navy 

PLAAF: People’s Liberation Army Air Force 

PMC: Political Military Company 

PRC: People’s Republic of China 

RDR: Radar 

ROC: Required Operational Capability 

ROK: Republic of Korea 

RMA: Revolution in Military Affair 

SALT: Strategic Arms Limitation Talk 

SLBM: Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile 

SLOC: Sea Line of Communication  

SM: Standard Missile 

SNS: Social Network Service 

SOF: Special operation Force 

SOP: Standard Operating Procedure 

SONAR: Sound Navigation And Ranging 

SOSUS: Sound Surveillance System 

SS: Submarine 

SSK: Conventional attack Submarine 

SSN: Submarine nuclear 

START: Strategic Arms Reduction Talk 
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SWOT: Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and Threat 

THADD: Terminal High Altitude Area Defense 

TLAM: Tomahawk Land Attack Missile 

TPP: Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership 

UAV: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

UCAV: Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle 

U.S.: United States 

USAF: United States Air Force  

USCENTCOM: US Central Command  

USFK: US forces in Korea 

USPACOM: US Pacific Command 

USS: United States Ship 

WMD: Weapons of Mass Destruction 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1. Motivation of Research 

The Chinese strategist in ancient time, Sun Tzu said “all warfare is based on deception” as 

an essential characteristic of the war.1 It means that one can defeat enemy by feinting not to 

let the enemy know friendly’s intention and behavior or by attacking the enemy’s weakness 

intensively. Also, said that ‘hiding order beneath the cloak of disorder is simply a question of 

subdivision; concealing courage under a show of timidity presupposes a fund of latent energy; 

masking strength with weakness is to be effected by tactical dispositions,’2

Doctrine can be defined as ‘a fundamental principle by which the military forces or 

elements thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives.’ It is authoritative but 

 he insisted 

forming favorable condition by inducing the enemy to attack my particular portion looks like 

a weak point without exposure of real weak points. As know from war history, an army 

understanding this essence of war and applying it properly could achieve its military goal, 

whereas other army had to suffer a defeat even though its enemy was weaker than it. Whether 

spectrum of the war is full-scale war or limited war (or regular warfare or irregular warfare), 

as the more experience of such war has been accumulated repeatedly, the more the spectrum 

has become complex and diverse at strategic, operational and tactical level. And, accumulated 

lessons from those experiences have been standardized to military doctrine which is 

adaptation in normative but it must be re-interpreted in accordance with different threats or 

particular environments. 

                                                 

1 Tzu Sun, Sun Tzu on the Art of War, trans. Lionel Giles M.A (England: Allandale Online Publishing, 2000), 
3. 

2 Ibid., 17. 
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requires judgment in application.3

However, a doctrine underpinning war will not be fossilized to an unchanging principle as 

each war will not be going along in same pattern and order, because civil policy makers’ 

intricate and sensitive intention such as political goals affect on fundamental backgrounds of 

a military organization which design that doctrine and perform all military activities. 

Although a military force retaining perfectly strike capabilities can win a victory absolutely 

against its enemy under the frame of offensive doctrine, the doctrine can become a limited 

and even a defensive thing by a political leader who is afraid of side effects caused by offense. 

Then, the changing process is again applied to a strategy, an operation, and a weapon system 

en bloc.  

 Therefore, military organization doesn’t only make a war 

plan in peace time or executes given operations in war time within doctrinal principle what 

the military has believed for a long time, but it also re-interprets following results in terms of 

its doctrinal view and then re-applies the feedback into the military doctrine. In addition, the 

military organization develops and acquires weapon systems for the doctrine. As a result, 

various elements composing the military organization and its means are intimately connected 

to each other within the principle of a certain doctrine.  

In other dimension, a grand strategy a state is pursuing can be materialized in accordance 

with ultimate political goals, and a military doctrine can also have different objective, range, 

means and ways in accordance with specified goals of the grand strategy. As mentioned 

before, all elements on war including military doctrine should be changed to match given 

situations and furthermore proper military doctrine by a state’s grand strategy can emerge as 

decisive problem to determine the outcome of war. On the other hand, a military organization 
                                                 

3 Department of Defense, Joint Publication 1-02: Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and 
Associated Terms (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2015), 71. 
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doesn’t grasp the property of doctrine or doesn’t apply it onto real situations cannot be 

guaranteed a victory when it conflicts with opposing forces applying the doctrine well vice 

versa.  

French grand strategy between two world wars derived from concerns about a recurrence 

of catastrophe of the World War I was mainly concentrated on post-based defensive condition 

against Germany thereby the grand strategy changed French military doctrine into defensive 

one.4 Furthermore, in the mid 1930s military culture of the French troops was “professional 

army might be more dangerous than one might believe for the security of our nation”5

                                                 

4 Barry R. Posen, The Sources of Military Doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the World Wars 
(London: Cornell University Press, 1984), 105-121. 

 as 

well as civil politicians also preferred to maintain their army for pacific attitude. As a result, 

France built the Maginot Line at a great cost just before World War II and French army’s 

primary strategy was only planned to defense the German attacks at stalled front lines based 

on militia and reserved forces by a year conscription. However, the French military doctrine 

did not only follow the old typed doctrine but it was also conservative even though the 

environment of war was changed by international relations and advanced military 

technologies. Moreover, the doctrinal impact made bend national efforts to development of 

military operations centered ground forces for interrupting incoming enemies in stalemate. 

Also, politicians wholeheartedly supported the enforced defensive concepts because they 

were reluctant to re-generate attrition warfare in the trenches. Meanwhile, French troops 

could not develop multidimensional war-fighting concepts such as offensive mobile warfare 

and developing more offensive weapons and its application onto other military affairs could 

not be realized although the troops already retained fairly good fighter aircrafts and highly-

5 Requoted in Pierre Hoff, Les programmes d’armenent de 1919 à 1938 (Vincennes: Service hitorique de 
l’armée de terre, 1982), 157. 
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mobile & light-weight tanks. And, the French defensive doctrine in the end went down the 

drain without handling German sudden attacks in the early of World War II.  

Compared with France, the Germany was in a disadvantageous situation. Geopolitically, 

she was isolated from the opposite allied system established by Great Britain and France after 

the World War I. Moreover, the Germany had to pay enormous war reparations to the Allies 

with strict arms limitation by the Versailles Treaty. Under these limitations Germany had to 

make a new breakthrough for overthrowing the isolated situation and the result was emerged 

as an offensive grand strategy and an aggressive military doctrine. Germany could not play a 

protracted war because of her cut-off situation from outside with limited strategic resources. 

Therefore, Germany designed her own grand strategy intensifying lighting war through 

‘ambush’ and ‘circumvention’ which were different scenarios the enemy states had not 

expected, then German military doctrine could become offensive with avoiding delaying its 

war.6

As know these opposed examples of two states, in spite of different impact development of 

military doctrine and involved warfare through means and patterns which enemy does not 

expect can affect as a military threat and it can be also used to achieve goals of war. However, 

 Doctrinal key point of the German troops can be represented by the Blitzkrieg breaking 

through stalemated front lines while concentrating attacks on a certain sector on the lines and 

blocking enemy’s rear areas, but this was an unthinkable war fighting style for French army. 

More importantly, innovative efforts on the military doctrine by integrating assault tanks, 

dive-bombers, and radio communication systems for command and control became an 

asymmetric threat for the opposite troops preferring worn-out defensive battle concepts such 

as the rinky-dink trench warfare.        

                                                 

6 Posen, Sources of Military Doctrine, 181-188. 
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military organizations tend to overlook this problem due to conservative bureaucracy even 

though the organization should be the most sensitive about this problem. Besides modern war 

(or modern warfare) requires more RMAs (Revolution in Military Affairs) on the doctrine 

while its pattern is becoming multiple simultaneous and irregular by technical advances and 

globalization of conflicts, but military organization is reluctant to take ‘innovation’ and 

‘transition’ in the respect.  

Organization culture in the military, meanwhile, affects to identify and calculate its threats 

progressively but carefully from past combat experiences, and in order to counter-act those 

threats the military organization also searches for solutions from the past qualified lessons.7

                                                 

7 Elizabeth Kier, “Culture and Military Doctrine: France between the Wars,” International Security 19 (1995): 
65-93. 

 

Again, other innovative elements not proved or not be verified are physiologically difficult to 

be accepted into military affairs by the organization itself and even military doctrine is not 

easy to change dramatically in a short period of time although it is not a revolutionary task. 

Because, to lose the war will bring about a negative result damaging ‘survival’ and 

‘justification’ for existence of the military organization. Hence, the military organization 

regards steady improvement based on successful cases in the past war as a stable choice 

rather than development of the innovative doctrine lacks a certainty in actual battles. Plus, to 

renovate a military organization of a state radically would be a fussy problem to deal with in 

the dimension of organizational egoism because it can effect on interests of the military 

organization or even between the military and civil area. Although RMA led by civil policy 

makers is sometimes emerged, it can do but effect limitedly on subservient sectors because of 

the closed military culture and its military professionalism and even RMA over long period 
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cannot be easily epoch-making in spite of strong political pressure.8

In the fall of 2011 and early 2012, the Obama Administration announced that it would be 

intensifying the U.S. role in the Asia-Pacific region. To do this, with U.S. troops gone from 

Iraq and poised to be drawn down in Afghanistan, Administration officials say they plan to 

‘rebalance’ U.S. attention toward planning for future challenges and opportunities, such as 

those represented in the Asia-Pacific region.

 Thus, innovation in the 

military doctrine requires much more efforts and time whether it is a positive thing or a 

negative thing because the doctrine exists as a fundamental principle deciding all elements of 

a military organization. However and nevertheless, the military doctrine must be adapted 

appropriately in accordance with its given situations in terms of interpretation and application.  

9 And ahead of 2011, in September 2009 the U.S. 

Air Force chief of staff General Norton Schwartz and the U.S. Navy’s chief of naval 

operations Admiral Gary Roughead signed a classified memorandum to initiate an effort by 

their Services to develop a new operational concept known as “Air-Sea Battle.”10 But not 

clarified detail identification on concept level, intention and its ultimate goal, this new battle 

concept is mentioning for a military alternative to check China’s armed development 

forgotten for a moment as well as counter-act against the China’s People’s Liberation Army 

in war time.11

For U.S. having exerted influence as a hegemonic power in East Asia, the remarkable 

development of the Chinese PLA has hindered the status quo of America gradually. Since the 

early of 1980s, China has tried to expand military influence from the traditional ‘People’s 

      

                                                 

8 Andrew Cottey, Timothy Edmunds, and Anthony Forster, “The Second Generation Problematic: Rethinking 
Democracy and Civil-Military Relations,” Armed Forces & Society 29 (2002): 35-40. 

9  “Remarks by President Obama to the Australian Parliament,” Last modified November 17, 2011, 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/11/17/remarks-president-obama-australian-parliament. 

10 Andrew F. Krepinevich, Why AirSea Battle? (Washington DC: CSBA, 2010), 2.  
11 Michael Billington, “Air-Sea Battle Is a Plan for War on China,” EIR (2013): 29-31. 
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War’ based on attrition and long-term war within the Main-land to oversea war including, so-

called, ‘the 1st Islands Chain (including southwestern of Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan, and 

western of Philippine)’ and ‘the 2nd Islands Chain (including eastern of Japan, Guam, 

Mariana islands, and western of Australia)’.12 With this expansion, the PLA has pursued the 

‘A2/AD (Anti-Access and Arial-Denial)’ strategy blocking the potential enemy’s access 

threatening sovereignty and interests of China at the sea and impeding or neutralizing the 

enemy’s military operations proceeding in the area by arms modernization especially in navy, 

air force, and joint operations between military services. Whether it is an intention to defense 

the enemy’s threats purely within the Chinese coast or an offensive expansionism for holding 

regional hegemony by hectoring neighboring states, the China’s military trend, therefore, has 

been recognized as a potential but critical threat to impede ‘freedom of space use’ for 

projecting military forces as well as U.S. SLOCs.13

  In the respect, the ASB can be one of specified military policies of U.S. in order to 

interrupt China’s threats for securing supremacy in the region and to get rid of the threats 

when military crisis occurs. To overcome geographical limitation surrounded by sea, using air 

and naval power would be its alternatives, so the ASB is regarded as a new doctrinal concept 

which is different from existing conventional styles in the way that it is for exerting physical 

hit via in the air and on the sea while refraining from intervention of the ground forces. 

  

                                                 

12 Krepinevich, Why AirSea Battle?, 5. 
13 In detail, the 1st Island Chain on the A2/AD covers U.S. forward bases and its deployed forces in South 

Korea and Japan within its range, and pre-emptive strike capabilities including surveillance and reconnaissance 
within the chain suggest that it is able to make offensive operations toward U.S. and its allied military forces. In 
addition, the 2nd Islands Chain is enough to threaten U.S. has traditionally generated national interests by 
securing maritime chock points because China will contain more expanded area including Guam into the 
targeted range until 2030. Meanwhile, those China’s military expansion will be more sensitive for U.S. because 
general operation concept of U.S. military forces has been based on expeditionary military force concepts; 
deploying aircraft carrier fleets in the near sea of conflict region or dispatching aircrafts, soldiers there for 
example.   
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Moreover, this doctrinal concept has an offensive intention because it cannot only defense 

China’s pre-emptive strikes, but it contains to neutralize the enemy’s military troops 

dispatched to China’s soil by using U.S. strike forces while breaking through the islands 

chains.     

Traditionally and historically, U.S. tends to regard military threats as a conventional one in 

regular war, and to react those threats U.S. has generally used military technology-centered 

regular forces for her main means. After WW II, U.S. has taken massive persons killed in 

action very seriously because it would damage justification of war, so to overcome that 

problem U.S. military has concentrated on a precision-guided strike and a short-term war 

supported by advanced military technologies in terms of military doctrine. In doing so, the 

high-technology has brought about techno-centrism while U.S. has given undue value on that 

aspect and related war scenario inclining to conventional war patterns what U.S. thinks 

unilaterally. The perspective of U.S. about China’s military threats could be similarly come 

from the unilateral view of U.S., not from China. If then the ASB could be just a military 

doctrine developed to deal with the intolerantly-accepted threats by U.S. only. More 

importantly, the spectrum level about the China’s threats would be narrow-minded while 

absorbing a part of all things. And, other ignored threats could be critical weaknesses for U.S. 

when reminding that war can be irregularly proceeded by un-expectable ways.  

Since the Gulf War in 1991, modern war led by U.S. has shown such doctrinal tendency of 

U.S. very well and the ASB is also another doctrine connected to the doctrinal tradition. 

However, U.S. military forces deployed in Middle East after the 9/11 did not work well 

against asymmetric enemies than expected even though they had consistently developed the 

cutting-edged weapon systems, equipments, operation concepts, and tactics. Furthermore, 

their facing opponents were relatively weak terrorist groups retaining poor warriors such as 
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Al-Qaeda or Taliban. American-styled conventional war executed by the regular armed forces 

against so-called ‘irregular warfare’ or ‘asymmetric warfare’ did not make an end of the war 

clearly in spite of a huge of military efforts while unintended casualties by asymmetric means 

and tactics such as IEDs and suicide bombings became a sensitive political issue for the great 

power. Hence, the negative result against the irregular threats means that the present military 

doctrine would be limited to cover all spectrum of war.   

Viewed in the recent war cases, it is notable that asymmetric and irregular patterns of 

warfare can/will be a considerable threat on the existing doctrine such as the Air-Sea Battle 

concept, and in the wider dimension it may be asked to what extend the modern armed forces 

aiming not only modernization but also high-technicalization can understand those kinds of 

threats and how far they can cover those things in military dimension. In this respect, the 

ASB would lose its role and function as a doctrine due to the unfamiliar situation if China 

also threatens U.S. with confused threats between regular warfare and irregular warfare 

because an enemy will shape an unthinkable situation at a point what its adversary does not 

have in mild, not a point what suit the adversary’s taste. Nevertheless, those unconventional 

elements are not up for discussion today yet in studies on the ASB, but rather those are just 

narrowing down its focus on how to operate conventional military forces in terms of regular 

war or warfare. With the change of conception, this being so, recognizing more 

comprehensive threats of the People’s Republic of China and preparing it are a subject 

eminently worthy of careful study.   

Besides the military range, a study on the ASB concept considering changes of war pattern 

is also important for regional security in East Asia. The veiled military threats of China will 

have sensitive influence on national interest and sovereignty of neighboring states like South 

Korea, Japan, and U.S. for example, and the balance of the regional security will be also 
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upset if there is no proper alternative to counter-act the potential threats. More seriously, the 

alliance system of U.S. in the region will get weak in the event that U.S. falls behind in the 

armed competition with China. Then, it will bring about negative result laying a burden on 

isolated military operations of U.S. Therefore, the ASB concept must have enough abilities to 

be able to cover diverse threats positively and it should be suggested by a direct /indirect 

policy instrument of ‘reassurance’ for the allied states. Also, the ASB concept must serve as a 

useful, but realistic milestone determining construction directions for military power of the 

regional allied states because U.S. military doctrine has effected on not only its own military 

but also allied states’ military organizations while having a direct influence on core strategies, 

operations, roadmaps for weapon systems, and even training systems on combined operation 

among the states as a result.  

 

2. Main Questions 

This thesis will be intensively studied by focusing on following three main questions. 

Firstly, ‘why should U.S. develop the ASB concept as a military doctrine and which reasons 

made the U.S. do that?’ This is an important question to search for background of the ASB 

because a military doctrine can be developed by two backgrounds. If a state has a certain 

political goal in its situation, the state has to achieve the goals in every effort whether it is a 

rhetorical speaking or a physical military action based on a proper doctrine. Then, 

propensities and characteristics of the doctrine would be influenced by several military 

perspectives such as doctrinal tendency of war-fighting style, recognition for its threat for 

example, so this question will offer an answer why the ASB should be developed while 

regarding China’s threats like that within the range of regular war.  

Secondly, ‘what is definition of the ASB concept and what is basic concept of the ASB?’ In 
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detail, based on existing studies about it, which characteristics does the ASB concept have? 

And, how can it be implicated to an actual war against China? Because, these questions make 

us understand overall identification of the ASB, it would let to know why the ASB is just a 

conservative idea remaining within regular war concept, and would let us to expect 

limitations on the ASB in terms of other threats, not just conventional ones.  

So, lastly, ‘why does the ASB doctrine have its limitations and which elements can effects 

on its limitation?’ If a state has to survive in a harsh world, the state must calculate and 

prepare enemy’s actual military threats while expecting change process of war pattern. In the 

respect, it is required to observe change of war spectrum objectively without a biased view 

point. Chinese communists haven’t ever opened their real military intention and other 

information about it, and the situation is likely to make U.S. miscalculate the Chinese threats 

in conservative stereotype that U.S. has adhered to for a long time. That’s why this question 

should be accentuated, and it will detect flaws of the ASB doctrine in the end.  

 

3. Scope and Methodology of the Study 

However, it is unromantically impossible to study all threats what China can generate. 

Furthermore, it is not a recommendable approach to enumerate a moment of threats simply 

because spectrum of those threats will be changed at some future day even if it is possible. 

Instead, this thesis tried to analysis development patterns by confirming ‘style’ and 

‘propensity’ inhered in those threats. For methodology on this study, it mainly approached 

from literature analysis because to acquire officially-confirmed information or other critical 

data regarding military strategies and its doctrinal intension of the Chinese military 

organization is actually limited. Thus, it attempted to retain objectivity by acquiring indirect 

materials such as military academic articles published by the Chinese People’s Liberation 
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Army or other retired military officers of the Chinese troops, official governmental materials 

of U.S. and other stakeholders, and related data from some authoritative military channels, 

although quantitative data substituted for some sectors requiring numerical analysis while 

including supplementary works of qualitative method by actual case studies.  

War should be observed by realistic view because it has a fundamental principle which one 

must neutralize another side in political and in military. The Offense-Defense Balance, one of 

representative theories of the realism camp, is theoretically explaining the structural principle 

of war well. With background of armed competition and security dilemma between U.S. and 

China, it is enough to suggest a theoretical basis for the reason why the ASB was developed 

and why China should consider irregular warfare (or, hybrid warfare including asymmetric 

warfare) on its war plan. Focusing on the perspective, the power balance theory was thus 

applied to explain those backgrounds in the first half of chapter 2. Also, to identify ignored 

threats on the ASB concept, it had an opportunity to understand specific war theories 

including ‘hybrid warfare’ concept especially in the latter part. In the chapter 3, the 

background of development on the ASB concept was explained by inter-relation between the 

grand strategy and military doctrine of U.S. while clarifying the identification of the doctrinal 

concept. Moreover, it tried to trace why and how the ASB can be nothing but a conventional 

typed doctrine, examining detailed characteristics and its campaign scenarios simultaneously. 

Analyzing china’s military threats centered on the hybrid warfare concept was included in the 

chapter 4, while studying traditional war philosophy and doctrinal ideas of the Chinese PLA. 

In so doing, this chapter will intensively explain limitations of the ASB doctrine by analyzing 

possible threats posed by China such as the irregularly-mixed hybrid warfare.    
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Frameworks 

 

As the acute arms race between U.S. and Soviet Union in the era of Cold War, competition 

between two great powers will make the military balance unstable constantly, proceeding 

towards the catastrophic destination. Then which factor does shape that phenomenon and 

how does it continue? Offering a good opportunity to observe the phenomenon, new rivalry 

between U.S. and China demands a theoretical description for those questions. In this chapter, 

it will try to understand the phenomenon theoretically and it will also consider the reason 

why a state has to fight with its rival by all means. 

Meanwhile, researchers need to understand characteristics of future war environment when 

assuming that security environments under the phenomenon could decisively change patterns 

of war. As no effect without a cause, the war patterns cannot be changed blindly and with 

explanation power it requires presentation of causes about the change. Therefore, this chapter 

will simultaneously explain some theories on change of war pattern and its background in 

order to establish a theoretical frame for two purpose; discovery of China’s expectable threats 

and identification of limitations on the ASB doctrine.                

 

1. Origin of Security Dilemma: Offense-Defense Balance Theory 

For a hegemony power, a rival state emerging newly could be recognized as a threat to tear 

status quo down whereas the existing hegemony state could be regarded as an obstacle of 

national growth for the rival state trying to establish new inter-state relations by changing 

structure dynamics. Under this conflicting circumstance, each state must make desperate 

efforts to maximize national interest in the face of stiff competition alongside preparing a 
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mean of survival. Also, the efforts would/should be autonomously realized by the each state 

because international relation is in a state of anarchy and it just requires the state to select a 

way for survival by the state itself.  

Military power can be directly used in a political mean for protecting a state’s sovereignty, 

interest and its survival because individual state can only protect itself by its military force in 

terms of international relations.14 John Mearsheimer also argued that ‘the only rational 

approach for states under anarchy was to assume that those who can do harm, might do harm, 

and to prepare for this possibility by creating countervailing offensive military potential.’15

 Meanwhile, a state’s military force would be operated by the detailed goal and intention 

whereas its enemy state alerting the state would recognize the military force as a critical 

threat since some elements requiring strong security such as a war plan bring ‘uncertainty’ to 

the potential enemy while hiding its cleared intention. Although a particular military policy 

just has defensive intention and goal, policy decision makers of the enemy state would 

misjudge it by hostile offensive actions unless the decision makers know it perfectly, and then 

the enemy policy makers would also have a dash at being guaranteed their survival by 

enforcing their own military force. Those situations under the uncertainty would be continued 

consistently and the efforts to solute the interactions between the two states repeatedly come 

 

However, what a state retains military force and operate it would lose roles and functions 

unless it clarifies (political) goal and scope of counter-action against its threats, because to 

operate the military organization unlimitedly is in fact impossible due to restrictive resources 

and limitation of national capabilities. 

                                                 

14 Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Long Grove: Waveland Press, 2010), 111-123 
15 Ken Booth and Nicholas J. Wheeler, The Security Dilemma: Fear, Cooperation and Trust in World Politics 

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008), 35. 
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into action within dilemma, so-called ‘Security Dilemma’ 16

Then, how can the security dilemma concretely be shaped and which conditions can 

determine level of the dilemma? And, how can the inter-relations between the conditions and 

the dilemma explain? Evan B. Montgomery referred the definition of security dilemma, 

saying that ‘the situation where one state’s attempts to increase its security appear threatening 

to others and provoke an unnecessary conflict.’

        

17 Also, Martin Griffiths said that ‘the 

security dilemma describes a condition in which efforts to improve national security have the 

effect of appearing to threatening other states thereby provoking military counter-moves. This 

in turn can lead to a net decrease in security for all states.’18 But, the dilemma could be 

shaped not only by threatening intention of a state but also by a defensive intension of it. The 

reason is that the situation in which one state improves its military capabilities, especially its 

defenses, and those improvements are seen by other states as threats; each state in an anarchic 

international system tries to increase its own level of protection leading to insecurity in others, 

often leading to an arms race.19

If retaining military force by itself is a necessary thing for a state’s survival, military 

tension between two states are in competition can be in security dilemma by two levels. Ken 

Booth noted that; 

    

 

First Level: a dilemma of interpretation is the predicament facing decision-makers when they 

                                                 

16 The word, ‘dilemma’ means ‘ambiguous proposition’ and it is a ‘situation that requires one to choose 
between two equally balanced alternatives.’ Ibid., 4. 

17 Evan B. Montgomery, “Breaking Out of the Security Dilemma: Realism, Reassurance, and the Problem of 
Uncertainty,” International Security 31 (2006): 151. 

18 Martin Griffiths and Terry O’Callaghan, International Relations: The Key Concepts (London: Routledge, 
2002), 292.  

19 Karen A. Mingst, Essentials of International Relations (New York: W.W. Norton, 2004), 198, 322.   
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are confronted, on matters affecting security, with a choice between two significant and usually 

(but not always) undesirable alternatives about the military policies and political postures of other 

entities. This dilemma of interpretation is the result of the perceived need to make a decision in the 

existential conditions of un-resolvable uncertainty about the motives, intensions and capabilities 

of others…  

Second Level: a dilemma of response logically begins when the dilemma of interpretation has 

been settled. Decision-makers then need to determine how to react… If the dilemma of response is 

based on misplaced suspicion regarding the motives and intentions of other actors, and decision-

makers react in a militarily confrontational manner, then they risk creating a significant level of 

mutual hostility when none was originally intended by either party…20

 

 

Therefore, whether it is an exact calculation by correct awareness or a miscalculation by 

mistake and exaggerated threat, military policies of the both states have possibility of which 

it is construed as an intention threatening the adversary’s security in the end. Plus, arms race 

between rivals would be mutually repeated until reaching a certain apex in order to resolve 

the unstable security problem as well as reduce uncertainty, and the apex means possibility of 

war. However, security dilemma isn’t always shaped even though international status is 

anarchy and, moreover, it isn’t shaped in the same level and similar intensity. For example, 

U.S. and Soviet Union concluded the SALT in 1970 and the START I in 1991 under the sharp 

arms race of Cold War period such as catastrophic nuclear strategy, so-called the ‘Mutual 

Assured Destruction’. After then, those two great powers could reduce the dilemma while 

deciding to decrease the number of nuclear weapon to 2,000 warheads respectively by the 

                                                 

20 Ken Booth and Nicholas J. Wheeler, The Security Dilemma, 4-5. 
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successive the START II & III.21

The ‘Offense-Defense Balance’ theory, one of representative realism theories, explains 

origin of security dilemma and level difference of it by assuming propensity of military 

technology between two rival states as a main independence variable. Although K. Waltz 

didn’t mention the military technology in detail, he appreciated importance of it effecting on 

a state’s power.

   

22 Steven Van Evera argued that propensity of the military technology effects 

on a state’s behavior and stability of international system, distinguishing it concentrically 

between advantage for offense rather than defense and advantage for defense rather than 

offense.23

Robert Jervis and his offense-defense balance theory explain conditions of forming 

security dilemma and its intensity through four situations. According the theory, it is possible 

to distinguish military forces, military technologies, and related military policies of two rivals 

between defense advantage and offense advantage and possibility of war will be weaken if 

those elements are within defense advantage.

  

24

The first world assumes that it will become the most dangerous dilemma if it is ambiguous 

or unclear to distinguish military policies and military enforcement direction of a single state 

or both states between offense and defense, because a state retaining offense advantage 

military forces is more easy to attack rather than defense and (if so is one) another state will 

 He also suggested four theoretical worlds, 

insisting that the propensity can determine military policy intention of a state in accordance 

with whether it is an offensive weapon or a defensive weapon.  

                                                 

21 Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation, New START Nuclear Reductions Treaty Briefing Book 
(Washington DC: Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation, 2010), 7-15. 

22 Kenneth N. Waltz, “The Emerging Structure of International Politics,” International Security 18 (1993): 
50-54. 

23 Stephen Van Evera, “Offense, Defense, and the Cause of War,” International Security 22 (1998): 17-18. 
24 Robert Jervis, “Cooperation under the Security Dilemma,” World Politics 30 (1978): 199-210. 
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strive to reduce the security dilemma by military build-up that is based on offense, not 

defense.25

 

 Thus, it is likely to escalate military conflictions due to offense-intensified arms 

race between rivals and it will be close to war in the end.  

 OFFENSIVE HAS THE ADVANTAGE DEFENSIVE HAS THE ADVANTAGE 

OFFENSIVE POSTURE NOT 

DISTINGUISHABLE FROM 

DEFENSIVE ONE 

1 

Doubly dangerous 

2 

Security dilemma, but security 

requirements may be compatible 

OFFENSIVE POSTURE 

DISTINGUISHABLE FROM 

DEFENSIVE ONE 

3 

No security dilemma, but aggression 

possible. 

Status-quo states can follow different 

policies than aggressors. 

4 

Doubly stable 

Source: Jervis, “Cooperation under the Security Dilemma,” 211. 

Figure 2.1 Jervis’s Four Worlds 

 

In the second world, a state can recognize rival state’s military enforcement as a threat 

because of the rival’s ambiguous intention and attitude. However, intensity of the security 

dilemma will be weak if the rival is in defense advantage or in favorable condition for 

defense because its possibility of attack is relatively low.26

The third world assumes that security dilemma will not be shaped when intention and goal 

of two rival states are clarified. Even enforcing offense-centered military forces, an opponent 

    

                                                 

25 Ibid., 211-212. 
26 Ibid., 212-123. 
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side can make a military balance because another side also shows clear intention.27

Lastly, the fourth world is the most stable and safe among the Jervis’s worlds. In the world 

military intention between the two states are not only clear but also in the defense 

advantage

 However, 

if military power is a core mean for a state’s survival in the view of realism, rival states in 

Jervis’s world are able to conceal offensive intention on purpose. Then it could turn into ‘the 

first world’ or ‘the second world.’       

28

Although those four worlds show diverse intensity of security dilemma, the possibility of 

the dilemma still exists (even in the fourth world). One of military tendencies is to close all 

information including its core intention in the name of ‘secret’. Considering it, sensitive 

intensions or other information cannot be opened for the enemies and it makes them 

misunderstand and take an over-action.  

, so it has relatively low possibility of security dilemma with high certainty.  

In addition, the balance theory concentrating on military technology is limited in the way 

that it dichotomously categorizes propensity of weapon systems including its technical 

sources by offense and defense. ‘Weapons may be usefully differentiated in a variety of ways, 

but the offence/defense distinction is not one of them’29

                                                 

27 Ibid., 213-214. 

 Again, a weapon system should be 

distinguished by how to use it and how to be applied into operation and tactics in parallel, not 

simply ‘spears’ and ‘shields’. Furthermore, modern military technology can make integrate 

those two domains (offensive and defensive) into a single platform. For instance, the F-16 

fighter jet is used to not only DCA (Defensive Counter-Air) missions that intercept 

penetrating enemy aircrafts but also OCA (Offensive Counter-Air) missions infiltrating the 

28 Ibid., 214. 
29 Sean M Lynn-Jones, “Offense-Defense Theory and Its Critics,” Security Studies 4 (1995): 672-674. 
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enemy territory and striking them,30

           

 while concentrating on multi-role functions. With the 

military technology, the origin of security dilemma suggested by the offense-defense balance 

theory, therefore, should be considered other important elements and its characteristics such 

as a doctrine, an operational concept, and a tactic for example.  

2. Security Dilemma and Military Interaction between U.S. and China 

From the offense-defense balance perspective, how can the security dilemma between U.S. 

and China explain specifically? Historically and traditionally U.S. has guarded freedom and 

democracy. With this background, U.S. has wielded strong influence in East Asia in order to 

protect regional nations like South Korea, Japan, and Taiwan from communists while 

maximizing national interests. Nevertheless, China’s expansionism and ambitious attitude 

having emerged since collapse of the Cold War are challenging to U.S. hegemony squarely 

while being a critical threat on U.S. security. Especially, the A2/AD, a Chinese maritime 

strategy, has been realized since the early of 1980s and it is also expansionism in terms of 

military perspective. U.S. is sensitive to the military trend of the People’s Republic of China 

because the U.S. has to hold its power via maritime space too.  

People’s Liberation Army, Navy, and Air Force are now extending scope of the People’s 

War over all area of East Asian region, leaving main land where Chinese army had preferred 

to make a protracted war with attrition. The military trend will become a prerequisite 

condition for protecting China’s sovereignty spreading to the world as well as guaranteeing 

                                                 

30 F-16 is one of representative multi-role fighter. By its weapon operation capability, it can take a variety of 
air missions. For example, F-16C Block 50/52 series can employ AIM-9M, AIM-120A/C Air-to-Air missiles for 
defensive air mission. For Air-to-Ground missions, the aircraft can deliver and release Laser Guided Munitions 
as well as JDAMs with LANTIRN pod for precision guided strike. Republic of Korea Air Force, Korean Air 
Force Tactics, Techniques & Procedures (KAFTTP) 3-3 Volume 5: Basic Employment Manual F-16C, Republic 
of Korea Air Force (__: October, 2005), 4-167, 5-1. 
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national development in the future. China’s core security objectives in Asia can be 

categorized by exerting control over its bear seas, defending and advancing Chinese 

sovereignty claims, and regional economic integration.31 To realize the strategic objectives, 

China has developed and acquired a variety of weapon systems including short and medium-

range ballistic missiles, ground and air-launched cruise missiles, anti-ship ballistic missiles, 

advanced fighter jets including stealth jet fighters, long-ranged military capabilities, and other 

defensive systems.32 Therefore, U.S. understands the A2/AD strategy that can delay the 

assembly of U.S. power-projection forces, keep them beyond effective range of Chinese 

territory, or defeat them once they come within range including attacks on logistics, 

transportation, and support forces while dissuading the allied forces from granting U.S. forces 

operational access to their bases.33 Like that, U.S. is now appreciating that China has 

intention to attack the U.S. forces through preemptive attacks for example, but the China 

government strenuously denies about it, only mentioning that ‘it has only peaceful intentions 

and does not believe in launching aggression and that it fights wars only to defend its 

sovereignty and territorial integrity’34

On the other hand, although U.S. insists that ‘ASB is not about war with China or 

containment of China but rather part of a larger offsetting strategy,’

 

35

                                                 

31 Bonnie S. Glaser, “‘China’s Grand Strategy in Asia’: Statement before the U.S.-China Economic and 
Security Review Commission” (paper presented at the meeting for the CSIS, Washington DC, March 2014).  

 the ASB is a military 

doctrine to counter-act the China’s military challenge. Detailed in the chapter 3, the U.S. war 

32 Generally those weapons are categorized to offensive weapons in terms of operational capabilities, purpose 
of using, and characteristics of targets which the weapons are designating.. 

33 Roger Cliff, et al., Entering the Dragon’s Lair: Chinese Anti-access Strategies and Their Implications for 
the United States (Santa Monica: RAND, 2007), 51-71. 

34 Gurmeet Kanwal, “China’s New War Concepts for 21st Century Battlefields,” IPCS 48 (2007): 2.  
35 Richard A. Bitzinger and Michael Raska, The AirSea Battle Debate and the Future of Conflict in East Asia 

(Singapore: Nanyang Technological University, 2013), 5. 
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fighting concept is a projection operation force that fights out of homeland by expeditionary 

forces. Therefore, the A2/AD could impede freedom of using space on the sea or in the air 

and it could also threaten U.S. military assets and facilities located in the oversea forward 

deployed bases. To overcome these threats, the ASB concept was designed to defense the 

enemy’s attack including preemptive strikes in initial phase while guaranteeing stereoscopic 

operations in the operation access phase for securing initiative. More importantly, it has also 

offensive intention in the flowing phase. With distant blockade, some expectable operations 

on the ASB doctrine include striking missions targeting strategic nodes in the Chinese 

territory.36 Moreover, the ASB has ambiguous intention and unclear end status on the 

concept whether it means neutralization of the Chinese military forces or elimination of the 

Chinese Communist Party. It could make the Chinese regime more anxiety with calling 

military distrust. As a result, continuous military competition between the great powers would 

be kept by the regime with more severe arms race. About this dilemma, Joshua Rovner said 

that ‘deep inland strikes could be mistakenly perceived by the Chinese as preemptive 

attempts to take out its nuclear weapons, thus concerning them into a terrible use-it-or-lose-it 

dilemma.’37

  For the offense-defense balance perspective, the propensity of military technology and 

weapon system is an important element to form security dilemma. In the respect, the present 

arms race between U.S. and China is also a critical element to their dilemma. Military 

expenditure of China has increased steadily since the end of Cold War, and the budget in 

2013 closed with 191,228 US million dollars (2.02% of GDP). U.S. also had increased 

military expenditure since the Cold War (although the budget was reduced recently due to the 

   

                                                 

36 Ibid., 3-4. 
37 Billington, “Air-Sea Battle Is a Plan for War on China,” 30.  
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financial sequester action).38 However, while the Chinese government doesn’t open detail 

expenses of the budget, the U.S. estimates that the military expenditure can be more 

increased because China omitted sensitive parts of it.39 Additionally, U.S. appreciates that 

arms modernization trends of China are mainly focused on offensive capabilities and the 

capabilities contains long range operation ability within China’s strategic lines the 1st & 2nd 

Islands Chains while enforcing offensive capabilities in the space and the cyber space.40

Recently, military technology trends of U.S. tend to pursue multi-purpose mission concept 

that can exert defensive and offensive roles from a single platform because of highly 

increased development costs for weapons. For example, USS Arleigh Burke-class DDG that 

operates AEGIS system developed for fleet air-defense mission originally has not only SM-3 

missiles for ballistic missile defense but also cruise missiles for offensive missions. Similarly, 

USAF F-35 JSF fighter was developed to intercept the leaking enemy aircrafts without 

detection thanks to its stealth technology while it strikes ground targets by the Precision 

Guided Munitions. In the case of THADD (Terminal High Altitude Area Defense) missile 

defense system, it literally sounds like a pure defensive weapon but it can indirectly enhance 

offensive mission rate by protecting friendly forces taking offensive missions from the 

enemy’s massive missile attacks. Eventually, synergy effects generated by the interaction 

between offensive and defensive technologies should be considered into the security dilemma 

issue. Thus, the dilemma will be more escalated while China could be suspicious about the 

          

                                                 

38 See more detailed data on ‘Appendix A. Military Expenditure Trends of the US and the PRC.’ “SIPRI 
Military Expenditure Database,” accessed May 1, 2015, 
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/milex_database. 

39 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments 
Involving the People’s Republic of China 2014 (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2014), 43. 

40 See more data on Appendix B. China’s Arms Modernization Trends and Developing Capabilities.’ Ibid., 27-
39. 
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military technology trends too.  

In this situation the ASB concept is aggressively aiming at China, Chinese communists 

might think that its regular military forces are not enough to minimize the dilemma because 

U.S. military capabilities are still superior in the conventional military technology and in the 

quantitative/qualitative scales of the force including actual experiences of war. Again, they 

will search for other ‘roundabout’ solutions in order to alleviate the escalation, realizing that 

the head-on confrontation against U.S. is no meaningful to overcome the ambiguous 

circumstance. Under the slogan ‘local war under high-technology condition,’ China armed 

forces, in fact, have propelled arms modernization since the end of Gulf War. Nevertheless 

their military ability to overshoot U.S. is insufficient yet. For example, the Chinese military 

are still staying in a transition stage although modern warfare strongly requires joint 

operations based on enforced ability to integrate heterogeneous operations of each military 

service. Especially, their network-centric C4ISR system lags considerately behind U.S. and 

retained weapon systems should be linked to the system are not a common concept yet for the 

Chinese soldiers. Of course, it is true that their weapon systems acquired recently are 

outstandingly improved than before but human resource such as operators controlling new 

weapons lacks experiences to adapt the improvement (even their operation procedures are 

still developing in the initial stage).  

Besides these disadvantageous conditions, China regime would encounter other different 

problems when military confliction or war breaks out actually. Some domestic nationalism 

movements having a grievance against the coercive CCP would give rise to political chaos, 

taking advantage of war time. Also, it would cause collapse of the regime in severe cases. 

Plus, the regime has to encounter a political crisis if Chinese SLOCs are blocked by the 

enemy’s military actions because China’s economy structure has a high level of dependence 
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on overseas. Accordingly, China should consider somewhat different alternatives through 

irregular and asymmetric ways rather than regular war that is expensive but difficult to 

maintain the military balance when considering the complex problems.  

Ambiguous intention or goal brings about the dilemma alongside uncertainty. The 

ambiguous ASB doctrine will make Chinese political regime more nervous so the regime will 

maintain its survival by all means available including nuclear bombs. However, using nuclear 

weapons will make the regime worry in politic, economic, diplomatic and military 

dimensions like nightmare of the Cold War whereas it cannot exclude possibility of nuclear 

retaliation of U.S. If then, China’s practical option is taking unconventional military actions 

based on irregular and unique ways.  

Even though there are certainly offensive intentions among the two rivals, the security 

dilemma will be highly escalated like Jervis’s the first world by uncertainty derived from 

ambiguous attitudes of the states, blatant ‘demonstration effects’ for retaining offensive 

capabilities and its involved military technologies of weapons, and psychological effects 

worrying about unstable security caused by former two reasons. To solve the situation, the 

weak China will exert unthinkable and irregular military alternatives while escaping from the 

unfavorable status in the regular war. Moreover, U.S. military ignores the irregular warfare 

because of its conservative norms and culture prefers regular war based on high-technology, 

but for China it will be a decisive opportunity to maximize their inferior condition. This is 

essential of war and a real military technology!   

 

3. Characteristics of Environment in Future War     

Generally speaking, military policies of a state (as an overall meaning to cover a strategy, 

an operation, a tactics, a weapon and a doctrine that is fundamental principle) can be 
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designated to its directions and concrete scales in accordance with threat level analyzed by 

understanding security situations exactly. By the way, the policies might have shortages not 

to deal with unthinkable and strange threats as well as it could not cover those threats 

effectively in the case of building up military forces according to the bureaucratic procedures 

calculated preliminarily. To supplement the bureaucracy, military academia has attempted to 

expect war patterns through case studies of the past, but most studies have limited discussing 

its scales within conventional concept and have largely concentrated on regular fighting 

styles or technological means. Nonetheless, those stale perspectives cannot explain recent 

asymmetric confrontations between regular war and irregular war and disappointing 

performance of the unusual conflicts, so it needs to take a converted view point by a fresh 

perspective.  

‘Paradigm’ is a concept referring theory, law, knowledge, belief, and habit which a specific 

field or total society of an era have shared, and paradigm revolution breaks out when existing 

institutions cannot solve problems derived from it.41 Like that, paradigm in war patterns 

means a newly perceived idea from changes of diverse military environment such as ideas 

about war or war fighting styles.42

If so, where can we find the causes changing the paradigm and what are the causes? It can 

be enumerated to five ones largely; military technology, transition of civilization, values 

change, constrains of war resources, and military doctrine. Firstly, military technology has 

 It is also a turnover process of cognizable ideas while 

identifying environmental elements differentiated from the war patterns what we are 

encountering at present. 

                                                 

41 Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 
35-42. 

42 Won Ko, “War Paradigm Shift and its Implications for Korea Military Operation,” 
GukbangJeongchaekYeongu (Defense for Policy Analysis) 26 (2010): 12-13. 
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repeated its development, having a question how to attack the enemy without friendly’s 

fratricide. The technology has also been advanced by complementary cooperation between 

military and civil domain. For example, the origin of ‘Internet’ was begun by the DARPA, as 

one of military communication technologies in 1962 and its first name was the ARPANET.43 

After emergence of the internet, it could achieve splendid development today passing through 

commercialization phase because a variety of application technologies could be devised 

during the phase while useful technologies for military purpose have re-accepted into the 

military domain again. Specifically, ‘Network-Centric Warfare’ concept could be realized by 

that interactions and diverse military solutions are more depending on the civil domain as 

portion of cyber warfare gets more large. While the technological phenomenon is currently 

spreading out over the world, Won Ko insists that the phenomena can be categorized into two 

domains; hardware domain such as space warfare system, unmanned weapon systems; 

software domain for operating the hardware such as human resources and supporting 

institutions. Moreover, he strongly argued that ‘technical hyper link’ offers a technical source 

to employ existing conventional forces with future-oriented forces together, integrating those 

two domains.44

                                                 

43 Barry M. Leiner, “A Brief History of the Internet,” ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 39 
(2009): 23. 

 However, the technical element is not only for super powers. Its development 

mixed with civil sector has enabled massive proliferation of various kinds of weapon with 

reducing production costs. The result brought that weak countries including non-government 

actors can enjoy the technical benefits. Actually, some poor states such as North Korea and 

Iran can effectively but inexpensively hack into U.S. military networks (especially their 

tighten network centric war-fighting systems), and electronic hyper-link nodes which U.S. 

44 Ko, “War Paradigm Shift and its Implications for Korea Military Operation,” 17-18. 
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military assets fully rely on could be attacked by those poor actors or even specific privates in 

the asymmetric way.   

Transition of civilization can be explained, focusing on ripple effects of information. For 

instance, ubiquitous communization of information and its unlimited proliferation can de-

concentrate a conventional combat style into a shapeless spot style by its non-leaner nature, 

massive application of information derived from out-of-order configuration, and automation 

of those things.45

Today people’s value change is described a phenomena concerning individual safety 

increasingly rather than unconditional sacrifice for public interest. Representatively, the 

individualism is observed very easily on a number of SNSs and it is also true that diverse 

NGOs are expanding their roles gradually with circulation of anti-government movement. In 

this circumstance, justification of war can be raised seriously when some collateral damages 

like recent mistaken bombings on innocent civilians in the Operation Enduring Freedom are 

opened while spreading out over the world. Thus, people would not support their government 

any longer as much as in the past and decision processes on war would be more sensitive 

thanks to those public opinions about anti-government.  

 The transnational operation system of Al-Qaeda emerged around the 9/11 

eluded the grasp of the U.S. and its allies through internet network dispersed as a huge 

number of spots and the unconventional organization sent shockwaves throughout the world 

in the way that it cannot be removed completely. 

Within limited military budget condition, arms modernization in peace time and conduct of 

war have been a touchy issue since the era of the ‘nation-state’ of the Peace of Westphalia. 

Because war has been only conducted for people’s interests and sovereignty with their lives 

                                                 

45 Ibid., 22-24. 
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since then, the budget has had to be used by the people’s approved range. However, the 

problem would be more critical than before because not only to manage modern military 

organization will require enormous amount of financial support but also to cost of war will 

astronomically increase, so the modern military should complete missions in spite of the 

restricted budget situation. Reduction of the military organization is one of current issues of 

RMA and this situation effects on using other war materials including petroleum, munitions 

as well as the defense budget itself. Thus, modern military troops must manage its 

organizations economically and must conduct its war and warfare effectively too. Under these 

limitations, the military would lose people’s supports while suffering humiliation that it is 

regarded as a crippled and useless pain in the neck if it cannot smartly respond disconcerted 

threats including irregular and asymmetric ones. 

Accordingly, military organizations have attempted to renovate their doctrine ‘how to fight’ 

in order to adapt those difficult environments because war concept can be improved by basis 

on improved doctrine in terms of which the doctrine offers specified principles in war 

fighting style. For example, to overcome reduction of costs and cut-downed strength, U.S. 

has tried to make a doctrinal innovation such as ‘surgical strike’ concept to maximize 

operation effectiveness by pin-point strikes to selected core nodes of enemy states in late of 

1980s. This effort proved its effectiveness in the Gulf War. In detail, U.S. military forces 

neutralized strategic targets located in rear area of Iraqi soils despite standing face to face 

with the terrified Iraqi Republican Guard at the front line. This being so, they could reduce 

casualties and prevent protracted war. In the respect, military doctrine should be modified its 

mean and application depending on change of environments in order to provide a 

fundamental method how to conduct war. 
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4. New perspectives on war and Hybrid War concept 

Considered the changes of war environment, the ‘Fourth Generation War’ (hereafter refers 

to as ‘4GW’) explains a war concept in aspects of way and actor while it describes war as a 

social phenomenon that occurs in the evolutionary epistemology. Thomas X. Hammes 

mentioned that a state, a sole legal actor using force, is already exposing the limitations of its 

role and function, arguing that methods for conducting war and its actors are able to be 

different by development of (military) technologies and political/societal changes.46 Core 

points of the 4GW is that non-state actors will exert not only physical-destructive power but 

also psychological influence conquering enemy’s mind with the purpose of standing against 

the strong state, so non-kinetic means for social, cultural, and psychological shocks can be 

utilized broadly. In addition, the 4GW is a ‘developed rebellion action’ and it will progress a 

pattern to neutralize enemy’s political goals or objectives of war, not to achieve goals by 

attacking the enemy’s military forces straightly because the 4GW is aiming at the enemy’s 

psychological effects as well as demonstrating political will by using social networks. About 

that, William S. Lind said that the 4GW will be occurred by confliction between religions or 

cultures, not only military confrontation monopolized by states.47

However, the 4GW concept makes a mistake in respect of which it recognizes the pattern 

of war as an evolutionary stage. Characteristics of each generation should work within range 

of the compartmental generation with differentiated concept from other generations, and all 

of phenomena should be explained consistently within a certain generation. But, the 

characteristic what 4GW explains are in fact existed in the past and, furthermore, war has not 

     

                                                 

46 Thomas X. Hammes, “War Evolves into the Fourth Generation,” Contemporary Security Policy 26 (2005): 
190, 196-217 

47 William S. Lind, “Understanding Fourth Generation War,” Military Review (2004): 13-14. 
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unfolded by a same pattern. For instance, characteristics of war on the People’s War what 

4GW insists stresses on guerilla warfare that harasses enemy consistently and destroys the 

enemy’s weaknesses exists for shaping favorable condition to execute a decisive war, but it 

doesn’t ignore regular war. And, strategies of terrorists who confronts with a targeted states 

can work for their political goals, not for overthrowing the states or getting rid of ultimate 

political goals of the states. Moreover, wars between states are still going, so it is not a right 

perspective to give prominence to only the non-state actors when observing war and patterns 

of it. In the respect, the 4GW theory has theoretical errors to accept it, but it is worthy of 

notice in the way that it criticizes technology-based military doctrines and related policy 

directions and it also suggests irregular threats led by diverse actors including non-state 

actors.  

Mary Kaldor observes war with a distinctive view point in her book New & Old Wars. She 

insists that commercialization of war and its globalization are possible because war can be 

arisen by lack of political will.48

                                                 

48 Mary Kaldor, Old & New Wars (California: Stanford University Press, 2007), 95-116. 

 As Carl von Clausewitz said, it is an established theory that 

war cannot be separated from politics, but she is more interested on acts of war by non-state 

actors while assuming that war can rise due to lack of the political will. For example, 

increased civilian casualties maximize hatred and the wrath can make a war. Plus, political 

pressure of the military-industrial complex or the PMCs (Political Military Companies) can 

do that too. However, war cannot be separated from the political will when reminding the 

Clausewitz’s maxim, ‘war is an extension of politics.’ If ultimate objective of the non-state 

actors is to construct their own utopia, it is just a different-typed state. Also, the PMCs can 

partake into a war by a political regime employing them while the military-industrial 
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complex coexists with politicians. Nevertheless, her ‘new war’ is important to study war 

patterns. The reason is that it suggests possibility of power transition of the force with 

development of weapons and its proliferation on the evidence of problem about state identity. 

On the other side, she argued that a small warfare can exhaust enemy’s political will, 

counting guerilla warfare, terrorism, and rebellion into the war pattern. This is a good 

opportunity to broaden field of view watching war.  

The concept of ‘Swarming War’ is focusing on doctrinal differentiation while watching 

rapidly changing dispersion and centralization in accordance with objectives. With sorting the 

objectives of war variously, the concept refers to its war fighting style that disperses 

combatants into the enemy territory diversely, putting flexibility into the combat groups 

according to a given objective. More importantly, it is a doctrine to throw the enemy into 

confusion through centralization of military strength at a crucial moment.49

‘When a significant degree of strategic coordination between separate regular and irregular 

forces in conflicts occurs they can be considered ‘Compound Wars’.

 However, this 

theory basically shares the doctrinal principle with Mao Zedong’s guerilla war, but it is just a 

modified theory of the Mao’s doctrine fitted with modern warfare. For example, it gives more 

weight to psychological effects to neutralize social infrastructures in the enemy’s soil rather 

than physical attacks based on conventional combat power because in that theory it is 

possible to infiltrate small-scaled units into the rear area of the enemy simultaneously, 

deploying linear arrangement of traditional pattern at the same time.    

50

                                                 

49 John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt, Swarming & The Future of Conflict, (Santa Monica: RAND, 2000), 21-
27. 

 It means that regular 

warfare and irregular warfare can be used for a same objective at the same time. North Korea 

50 Frank G. Hoffman, Conflict in the 21st Century: The Rise of Hybrid Wars (Arlington: Potomac Institute for 
Policy Studies, 2007), 20.  
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is a good example to prove the compound war. Military strategy of the North Korea is that 

irregular warfare forces will penetrate into the rear area of South Korea in order to destroy 

social infrastructures as well as causing social chaos simultaneously as being willing to a total 

war by regular military forces. However, in many war those warfare have already been used 

in parallel and the war theory cannot explain ‘blurring’ patterns between regular and irregular 

warfare. Similarly, Qiao Liang’s ‘Unrestricted Warfare’ includes more comprehensive 

elements into war. According to him, future war will expand its missions in non-military 

domains, not limiting it within combat actions of the traditional military domain. Paying 

attention on development of technology, He especially mentioned;  

 

“The great fusion of technologies is impelling the domains of politics, economics, the military, 

culture, diplomacy, and religion to overlap each other. The connection points are ready, and the 

trend towards the merging o the various domains are very clear. All of these things are rendering 

more and more obsolete the idea of confining warfare to the military domain and of using the 

number of casualties as a means of the intensity of a war.”51

                                          

  

Frank G. Hoffman coined a specified terminology ‘Hybrid War’, arguing that future war 

will appear while threats on regular and irregular war are blurred to a variety of spectrum. He 

also insists that in the future war technologies and situations which can gain an advantage 

over enemy will unexpectedly be blended with each other or will take an advantage of a niche 

that existing war pattern ignores beyond a range of conventional warfare. This Hybrid War 

concept is different with the compound war mentioned. If the compound war stresses on 

                                                 

51 Liang Qiao and Xiangsui Wang, Unrestricted Warfare (Beijing: PLA Literature and Arts Publishing House, 
1999), 162.  
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using regular and irregular war in parallel, hybrid war makes a more complex situation 

consisting of multimodal threats. Namely, hybrid war includes merged situation between 

regular and irregular war in military domain and between organized crime, terrorism, social 

agitation/chaos.  

 

Hybrid threats incorporate a range of different modes of warfare including conventional 

capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence and 

coercion), and criminal disorder. Hybrid wars can be also be multimodal-conducted by both states 

and a variety of non-state actors. These multimodal/multimodal activities can be conducted by 

separate units or even by the same unit but are generally operationally and tactically directed and 

coordinated within the main battle space to achieve synergistic effects in the physical and 

psychological dimensions of conflict. The effects can be gained at all levels of war.52

 

 

Side by side with the other concepts of war mentioned before, the hybrid war specifically 

attains political goals by more dynamic means and methods rather than by eliminating the 

enemy’s military capabilities directly. It also highlights that war could be conducted through 

non-sequential time line in which there is no division between peace and war time rather than 

steady operation steps, so the hybrid war covers a broaden battle field where is no boundary. 

Recent war led by terrorists also shows a model case of the concept and it means that actors 

of war are expanding their range from a state’s regular forces to non-state actors. Because of 

these reasons, the hybrid war has flexible patterns. For example, the mixed war pattern 

between regular war and irregular war has an ultimate objective based on social turmoil and 

                                                 

52 Frank G. Hoffman, “Hybrid Threats: Reconceptualizing the Evolving Character of Modern Conflict,” 
Strategic Forum 240 (2009): 5.   
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paralysis of function of a targeted state, and it could impact the enemy state by maximizing 

‘brutality’ and ‘violence’ which are taboo issues in the conventional warfare. With diverse 

targets in the regular war, the hybrid war could also play an inhuman situation in order to give 

the enemy a catastrophic shock, while threatening innocent civilians. Moreover, by 

counterplotting the attacks, the war could establish an advantageous condition with imposing 

a psychological burden on the opposite.   

 

Table 2.1 Conceptual Comparison between Conventional War and Hybrid War 

 Conventional War Hybrid War 

Center 
of 

objective 

Concentration on elimination of enemy’s military 
capabilities 
High-technology, regular force, materialism, massive 
destruction, and pre-planned procedure 

Inducement of political decision maker’s psychological 
change 
Culture, knowledge, sensitivity, human life, and 
uncertainty  

Time 
flow 

Linear operations divided by sequential phases 
Short-term war with immediacy 

Non-sequential and irregular battle rhythm 
Multiple employment of short-term war and long-term 
war 

Domain 
Physical engagement zone such as territories  
Air/Sea/Land + Space + Cyber domain 

Comprehensive domains including globalized theater 
Air/Sea/Land + Space + Cyber + non-military domains 
(economy, mass media, political regime system etc) 

Actor 

Mainly based on regular force  
(non-government actors are separated from the main 
actor) 
Vertical pyramid structure (bureaucracy) 
Centralized organization 

Regular + irregular forces (paramilitaries, militias) + 
civilian supporters (individual, criminal organization) 
+ the Third partners 
Horizontal network organization 
Actors by centralization and de-centralization  

War 
pattern 

Physical attacks based on conventional military 
capabilities  
Suppression by precise bombing with superior in 
military technology 
Minimization of collateral damage 
Massive war with head-on confrontation  

Tangible/intangible attacks integrating regular & 
irregular warfare  
Chaos and paralysis by maximization of brutality and 
violence 
Terrorism, insurgency, and small-sized war 

Main 
Target 

Strategic nodes in the enemy territory  
(ex: political regime, major government buildings, 
military, social infrastructures such as broadcasting 
facility and power plant) 

Strategic nodes + aiming at civilian society  
Indiscriminate targeting and concentration on targets 
by which psychological effects can be exploited 
substantially  
(ex: school, bank, large-sized population areas etc) 

Source: Refer to Hoffman’s Hybrid War concept. 
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Hence, threat and pattern on the hybrid war deal with elements of conventional war with 

irregular threat scattered over comprehensive domains. Moreover, it doesn’t cause error of the 

black and white characterization while perceiving blurred war spectrum of the two poles as a 

new threat. Hoffman concretely suggest spectrum of conflicts which are high probability of 

occurrence, focusing on a series of conflicts (for example, selective strike, terrorism, counter-

insurgency, and train/advice) between total war of conventional dimension (high-intensity 

conflict) and low-intensity conflict. 

 

Source: Hoffman, “Hybrid Threats,” 6. 

 

Figure 2.2 Implied Change in Spectrum of Conflict 
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Of course, the hybrid war is not a new concept of war. As Hoffman argues, those threats 

existed in the past, but the theory has a logical explanatory power in the way that he theorized 

those complicated threats and patterns systemically. Whether it is a new thing or not, he is 

right because his thought gets closer to the multimodal threats while broadening 

unpredictable military phenomenon. Accordingly, modern military organizations could 

escape from conservative stereotype rooted in the military when they apply the hybrid war 

concept, and although the spectrum of conflicts that Hoffman suggests just concentrates on 

military actions within operational level, nevertheless it is useful to develop detailed threat 

scenarios.  

A state must fight with its rivals for survival under circumstance of the anarchy, so realistic 

military alternative is a requisite for minimizing the security dilemma. Thus, an attacker must 

give his adversary a more confusing and a less certain threat whereas a defender must expect 

and cover the threat without an intolerant field of view.  
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Chapter 3 The Air-Sea Battle Concepts as a Conventional Doctrine 

 

A military doctrine presenting principles of war is unfolded diversely by its background, 

but when one simply seeks for the background from only military aspect, it will be a case to 

ignore fundamental reasons behind the military background because the doctrine is always 

existed by political intention while transcending the military view point.  

In this chapter, background of the ASB doctrine will be excavated with regarding it as a 

byproduct derived from political motivation. With it, the background will be explained by 

focusing on inter-relation between grand strategy and doctrine because objectives of a grand 

strategy can be materialized by efforts to achieve political goals. Next, it will also discuss 

why the ASB would be a conventional doctrine based on regular war concepts, while 

studying its characteristics and expectable scenarios.    

 

1. Background  

The Continental U.S. has overcome its geographical limitation due to blocked status by the 

two oceans, the Pacific and the Atlantic and the U.S. has also used that situation as a passage 

for national development. Historically, modernization of U.S. in the early of 19th century can 

be described as the era denying intervention of European powers in order to protect 

democracy, and the efforts could be realized thanks to the isolated geography. Specifically, 

U.S. recovered national sovereignty from the Western powers while fencing off the external 

influence from Europe in the Revolution War. In 1823, the Monroe Doctrine declared its 

foreign policy, announcing non-intervention of U.S. in Europe, non-intervention of European 
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countries in America, and reprobation of European colonialism.53

Meanwhile, the isolation by the oceans was also a national task that U.S. should surmount 

though it played a role of seawall blocking enemy’s invasions because with acceptance of 

advanced civilization from Europe competencies of U.S. needed overseas territorial 

expansion beyond the American Continent for further development. Hence, territorial 

expansion in earnest started from the Spanish-American War while occupying soils in the 

Caribbean Coast and Philippines, and the expansion brought remarkable prosperity and 

wealth as well as development of domestic industry. However, it generated strategic dilemma 

simultaneously. First, protection of trade and market was required to include overseas 

territories into its objects for continuous prosperity and maintenance of sovereignty. Secondly, 

potential enemy powers threatening territories, sovereignty, and citizens of U.S. should be 

removed.  

 Through this historical 

process, the U.S. has protected the value of democracy from foreign threats as well as has 

promoted the political ideology over the world until now.  

To solve the dilemma, U.S. started establishing detailed objectives from the late 19th 

century, perceiving that those problems would act as decisive variables on achievement of 

political goals. The goals were the protection of American territory, citizens, constitutional 

system of government, and economic well-being,54

                                                 

53 Mark T. Gilderhus, “The Monroe Doctrine: Meanings and Implications,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 36 
(2006): 8. 

 and then the U.S. could make a specified 

grand strategy in accordance with the political goals while suggesting professional military 

for securing naval supremacy on the seas and for guarding territories in domestic; ‘protection 

of trade and freedom of navigation on the oceans’; ‘a prohibition against European military 

54 R.D. Hooker, Jr., The Grand Strategy of the United States (Washington DC: National Defense University 
Press, 2014), 3-4. 
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intervention in the Western hemisphere’; ‘a capable navy; a small but professional army, 

capable of rapid expansion in time of crisis’; and ‘a readiness to provide support to civil 

authorities when needed.’55

However, the grand strategy meant that the U.S. would intervene in the states’ conflicts in 

other regions when it needs even through U.S. had persisted in the isolationism as mentioned. 

Nevertheless, the reason why U.S. took a part in the WW I and WW II was concerns about 

possibility to damage its interest and sovereignty critically by the two world wars in terms of 

the ‘balance of power’ perspective that had dominated American strategists for a long time. In 

this perspective, the American strategists had regarded bilateral power balance between the 

Pacific world and the Atlantic world very seriously because U.S. located on the midpoint 

could develop national power through jump on the bandwagon when one of the two sides 

relatively get more power superiority.

 

56

The changed attitude of U.S. expanded range of the grand strategy again during the Cold 

 For example, in the early of 20th century European 

countries caused unbalanced power by dominating Asian countries in the Pacific world and 

U.S. could foster national capacities by politic, economic, and cultural exchanges with the 

strong powers whereas it could profit interests on those fields through its more prominent 

position than Asian countries. However, the rise of Japan in the Pacific was a threat to make 

negative effects on the U.S. interests as well as changing the balance of power. Moreover, 

expansionism of Japan and Germany implied emergence of potential threats likely to occupy 

the American Continent and in the end the unstable international situation made the U.S. 

change the foreign policy from ‘close’ mode to ‘open’ mode.               

                                                 

55 Ibid., 4-6. 
56 Robert S. Ross, “US Grand Strategy, the Rise of China, and US National Security Strategy for East Asia,” 

Strategy Studies Quarterly (2013): 21-23. 
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War era although its fundamental goals did not change. The objectives of grand strategy were 

‘enforcing a stable international order and economic system that preserved American 

sovereignty, security, and prosperity, ensuring the security of the homeland through nuclear 

deterrence, alliances, forward-deployed ground forces, and airpower and sea power, and 

preventing the rise of peer competitors that might challenge its economic and military 

superiority,’ 57

After the Cold War, the U.S. had to search for new policy directions for achieving political 

goals in diverse security environment as much as the state became super power, but it should 

not make a conclusion that basic principle of the ‘U.S. Grand Strategy’ was changed despite 

the changed circumstances. Until now, the strategy is that ‘U.S. vital or core interests remains 

remarkably consistent: the defense of American territory and that of our allies, protecting 

American citizens at home and abroad, supporting and defending our constitutional values 

and forms of government, and promoting and securing the U.S. economy and standard of 

living,’

 but main point of this strategy was to maximize national interests and 

protection of sovereignty while protecting democracy from communists with strong military 

alliance system. Especially, the strategy included more broad scope than before such as using 

a term ‘alliance’ because U.S. had to wield military power from remote range by detaching 

military forces into allies or by enhancing the military capability with the allied forces.  

58

In the respect, the rapid emergence of China has appeared distinctly since 2000s is not only 

a threat to change regional dynamics but it is also an obstacle to disrupt realization of 

objectives on U.S. Grand Strategy that has been maintained continuously. While political and 

 so it cannot expect an innovative change on the strategy because the grand strategy 

is just a mean of political goals established inherently by the given geopolitical condition.   

                                                 

57 Hooker, The Grand Strategy of the United States, 7-8. 
58 Ibid., 14. 
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economic influences of the (Western) European countries have stagnated since the post-Cold 

War era, synergy effect of Asian countries centered on economic power has become a driving 

force that turns ‘center of gravity’ of U.S. foreign policies toward the Asian region. U.S. 

dependency on this region is also a growing trend according to the increased regional 

capability. 

 

 

Source: “Transitioning Skyscraper,” accessed May 10, 2015,  
https://transportcity.wordpress.com/#jpcarousel-122.  

 

Figure 3.1 Major Shipping Transport Links around the World 

 

Geographical condition of East Asia is more important for U.S. grand strategy. For instance, 

https://transportcity.wordpress.com/#jpcarousel-122�
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the India Ocean and the Strait of Malacca are representative maritime logistic corridors of the 

region, and those areas are critical SLOCs, reaching 50 percents of world container products 

and 70 percents of ship-borne oil and petroleum traffic transiting through its water 

passages.59

 

 Thus, U.S. must secure stable SLOCs in the region in order for safe shipping of 

strategic resources and U.S. has no choice but to depend on the SLOCs due to the isolated 

geological factor. 

Table 3.1 U.S. Regional Shares of global Merchandise Trade60

Regions 

 

Exports Imports 

1980 2010 1980 2010 

Africa 6.0% 3.3% 4.7% 3.0% 

Asia 15.9% 33.3% 16.9% 31.4% 

Central & South America 4.5% 3.8% 4.9% 3.7% 

Commonwealth of Independent States 3.8% 3.9% 3.3% 2.7% 

Europe 44.1% 37.0% 48.8% 37.4% 

Middle East 10.4% 5.9% 4.9% 3.6% 

North America 15.3% 12.9% 16.5% 17.4% 

Source: Manyin et al., Pivot to the Pacific?, 26.  
 

While center of gravity of the world economy is concentrating on the Asia, U.S.’s trade 

dependence on the region has been on the rise. The amount of trades has increased two times 
                                                 

59 Robert D. Blackwill and Naresh Chandra, The United States and India: A Shared Strategic Future (New 
York: Council on Foreign Relations, 2011), 3. 

60 The used word ‘Asia’ includes East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Oceania region, but not includes 
Central Asia.   
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for twenty years whereas the amount of other regions except Asia has been decreased (see 

Table 3.1). Plus, some Asian holders such as China, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan are 

holding 48.1% (2.5 trillion USDs) of the total U.S. federal debt.61

Accordingly, U.S. government has stressed on the ‘rebalancing strategy’ since 2011 to 

maximize national interests as well as to protect sovereignty. So-called ‘pivot to Asia’ policy 

is a foreign policy for achieving political goals depend on the East Asia, appreciating the 

importance of the region, and the political goals can be enumerated to ‘freedom of navigation, 

the free flow of commerce, and the promotion of democracy and human.’

 

62

                                                 

61 Marc Labonte and Jared C. Nagel, Foreign Holdings of Federal Debt (Washington DC: Congressional 
Research Service, 2014), 2. 

 Thus, U.S. 

government has tried to enforce its influence in the region. For example, the TPP (Trans-

Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership) led by U.S. was already established in 2005 for 

enhancing economical interests while the administration has extended multilateral diplomatic 

activities to strengthen relations with the Asian-Pacific countries. However, China’s efforts to 

have regional hegemony have progressed too. Expanded influence of China by economic 

development showed its intentions and objectives indirectly through the ASEAN+3/+6 while 

inducing economical integration with the traditional allies of U.S, South Korea and Japan. 

Furthermore, in 2013 Chinese President Xi Jinping suggested establishment of the AIIB 

(Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) in order to check the World Bank and the ADB led by 

U.S. and Japan. More critically, U.S had to encounter different problems besides those 

situations. It was how to narrow down military gap between U.S. and China caused by 

China’s military modernization and how to solve the escalating security dilemma under 

uncertainty.  

62 Mark E. Manyin et al., Pivot to the Pacific? The Obama Administration’s Rebalancing Toward Asia 
(Washington DC: Congress Research Service, 2012), 3-4. 
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To achieve its political goals, U.S. has traditionally pursued ‘freedom of movement’ with 

the command of the sea and its impetus was in ‘projection of military power’ based on strong 

naval force. Therefore, U.S. military has worried about devising proper alternatives to check 

and deter China’s military power that are penetrating into the area of it while recognizing 

threats of the A2/AD capabilities. With this background, U.S. Department of Defense started 

relocating military forces located in Middle East and Western Europe into East Asia. In 2012 

200 ~ 250 U.S. Marines were deployed in the Darwin Island where is a part of Australian 

territories alongside the HMAS Stirling Naval base. In that same year, U.S. concluded a 

Memorandum of Understanding for allocating four new LCSs (Littoral Combat Ships) with 

Singapore. In 2014 U.S. also executed component military exercise for the purpose of 

blocking Chinese naval vessels with Philippine by renewing military agreement while 

enforcing military cooperation systems with traditional allies. In addition, financial supports 

for U.S. military forces allocated in the East Asia was not reduced despite constraint of the 

budget, and it was rather increased with additional enforcement of troops and arms. Because 

there was the ASB doctrine has developed since 2009 behind those activities of U.S.   

Barry R. Posen explains the process how to develop and how to vary a state’s military 

doctrine by inter-relations between a grand strategy on political motivation and a doctrine that 

is one of components of the grand strategy, classifying it into three dimensions; ‘offense-

defense-deterrence’, ‘integration-disintegration’, and ‘innovation-stagnation.’63

                                                 

63 According to Posen, the definition of ‘grand strategy’ is ‘a political-military, means-ends chain, a state’s 
theory about how it can best “cause” security for itself,’ while military doctrine means ‘the subcomponent of the 
grand strategy that deals explicitly with military means. In addition, ‘integration’ means ‘the knitting together of 
political ends and military means’, while ‘innovation’ is defined as change in military doctrine in terms of its 
mean and way. Posen, The Sources of Military Doctrine, 7, 25, 29-30. 

 By applying 

‘organizational theory’ and ‘balance of power theory’ into real cases between the two World 
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Wars, he also proved his own hypotheses. In terms of organizational theory, military 

organizations generally prefer an offensive doctrine rather than a defensive or a deterrent one 

because a SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) of the military organizations requires an 

offensive doctrine in order to reduce operational uncertainty, thereby maximizing effects to 

give the uncertainty to enemy. Plus, the military organizations also tend to prefer an offensive 

doctrine although cleared political intention exists because they want to expand organization 

size, to enhance wealth, and to maintain independence from civilian oversight. In the 

dimension of integration, military organizations have a tendency to avoid integration with 

political field through different doctrine from the political goals, and they will also strive to 

be recognized their professionalism form civilians while control information in order to avoid 

control and interference of the civilians. Military organizations don’t support innovation itself 

because they prefer to reduce operational uncertainty by gradual improvement of a doctrine, 

not radical innovation. However, the military organizations can accept some innovative 

elements by themselves when the elements are proved its capabilities by the actual case,64 or 

when they get bitter lessons from failed doctrines.65

                                                 

64 Ibid., 222-227. 

 

65 According to Graham T. Allison, the organizational theory explains how to effects on propensity of a 
policy by three models focusing on decision making process of government organizations; rational actor, 
organizational process model, and bureaucratic politic model. As a rational actor, a organization generates 
information in accordance with intention to optimize rational behaviors and it follows rational decision making 
process through the information. Thus, military organizations can generate a doctrine by internal calculation 
even though the enemy’s intention is ambiguous or even though it lacks exact information of the enemy. 
Organizational process model is consists of a variety of sub-organizations in a government and it assumes the 
situation in which decision making process works by those organizations. In the respect, the military 
organization has well-done objectives and SOPs, and the SOPs could limit direction and level of the (innovative) 
doctrine development. Plus, the military organization selects a favorable doctrine for its own satisfaction 
because it makes detailed doctrines according to the SOPs. Lastly, military organization can select a doctrine in 
the favorable direction what the organization can gain interests in the bureaucratic politic model because key 
decision makers wield important influences on decision of the organization’s behaviors (the each key decision 
maker does not only have a different perspective and order of priority, but preferred policy direction are varied 
by the seats which the decision makers are sitting). Graham T. Allison, “Conceptual Models and the Cuban 
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On the other hand, balance of power theory seeks for the causes of development and 

variation of a military doctrine from extraneous motivation factors. Posen insists that both 

expansionist power and declining states prefer an offensive doctrine. Furthermore, he argues 

that a state fighting with multiple enemies will select a more offensive one whereas a state 

has no ally will be also more offensive. In terms of integration and innovation, when a state 

has an aggressive political leader who has offensive political goal and intention or when 

possibility of war is escalated in a situation facing threats, military organizations prefer an 

offensive doctrine and the selected doctrine is integrated with political goals with its 

innovation. With concentration on more effective ways, in addition, the military organization 

makes efforts to the innovation and integration when cost of war is increased or when the 

lessons of failed experience on war are critical.66 67

Development background of the ASB can be also explained by the mentioned hypotheses. 

Firstly, to solve the uncertainty, U.S. should calculate threats of a potential enemy by rational 

decision making process of the military organization unless intention and military capabilities 

of China are cleared, and this should be converged to objectives on the grand strategy. Thus, 

the U.S. military organization has no option but to calculate the threats through its own 

conventional decision making process whether it is a stereotype or not, so it is possible to be 

regarded as threats based on regular war. According to the Quadrennial Defense Review 2014, 

U.S. Department of Defense assesses that Chinese military modernization will threaten 

   

                                                                                                                                                        

Missile Crisis,” The American Political Science Review 63 (1969): 691-715.       
66 Ibid., 228-235. 
67 However, Posen makes a conclusion that it can understand the integration between military organization 

and politics and practical innovation of a doctrine by the balance of power theory whereas the organizational 
theory can explain the tendencies of military organizations prefer an offensive doctrine. Ibid., 239-240.   
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regional security as a regular war concept, not an irregular war.68

Rejection of the operational uncertainty induces U.S. military organizations to change their 

doctrine gradually through lessons from success cases. By which they learned the U.S. should 

counteract against China. To project their military powers on the restricted maritime 

environment, the military forces must neutralize the enemy in the air, on/under the sea, and 

other diverse realms and this requires a tight-knitted joint operation capacity between  the 

services (although it is mainly led by navy and air force). However, a joint operation has to 

integrate heterogeneous operation concepts of each service should be insisted in spite of 

many risks, so the U.S. military had to search for role model from successful case of the past 

doctrines, named ‘Air-Land Battle’.         

 It suggests that the U.S. 

military is observing the Chinese military threats as a ‘normal’ military organization is 

different from rogue states or terrorists with focusing on conventional military capabilities of 

the threats. With enforcement in space and cyber space domains, remarkable modernization 

of the PLA Navy and the PLA Air Force are enough to provoke U.S. not to banish the 

lingering affection for regular war and conventional warfare when considering battle 

environment blocked by seas on the A2/AD.   

In the Cold War period, the Warsaw Treaty Organization developed ‘OMG (Operation 

Maneuver Group)’ doctrine that gained conception from the German Blitzkrieg doctrine of 

the WW II. The development purpose of the doctrine was to reduce tempo in warfare while 

maximizing ‘jointness’ of operations and weapons. Its main concept was that all combatant 

echelons rush the enemy’s position at the same time and then make a breakthrough with 

                                                 

68 Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review 2014 (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 
2014), 4-5. 
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concentration of fires,69

Having the weakness, in 1981 the ‘Air-Land Battle’ doctrine was developed to destroy the 

enemy units on the OMG concept in an instant. To smash the massive enemy forces in front 

of FEBA (Forward Edge of the Battle Area), NATO ground forces had insufficient 

capabilities to cover all of the threats because their operation concepts weighed linear typed 

defensive procedure which was nominal doctrine to deal with the multi-simultaneous OMG 

threats. By the way, air powers could supplement doctrinal flaws on the inflexible army 

operations, while tank killers such as A-10, AH-64 are really able to destroy the massive 

Soviet troops precisely and rapidly. Moreover, the air powers had offensive capabilities 

 but the basic concept was different from other Soviet Union’s 

doctrines that stressed on sequential attacks in order. To do that, all echelons were rearranged 

to three units mixed with main ground troops and air-support forces such as attack helicopters 

and fixed wing attackers. But the OMG concept was more different than other conventional 

doctrines of that time in terms of which the OMG doctrine had cleared objectives not only to 

destroy critical military facilities of NATO located in the enemy’s rear area such as strategic 

missile stations, air bases, and radar sites after passing the breakthrough, but also to break the 

enemy’s will of war while neutralizing defense systems. Herein, more interesting thing is that 

supporting forces like artilleries and aircrafts were fully used to support the attack echelons’ 

rush operations while deploying airborne troops into the enemy’s rear territory to facilitate 

the attacks. However, the OMG doctrine had a weakness. It was that function of the doctrine 

could be lost when those composite echelons are neutralized simultaneously because both 

main attack echelons and its supporting echelons had to centralize their whole strength on a 

particular breakthrough in a short time.      

                                                 

69 Department of the Army, FM 100-2-1 the Soviet Army: Operations and Tactics (Washington DC: 
Department of the Army, 1984), 4-9.   
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beyond defensive position because one of characteristics of air power that use high-altitude 

and high-speed made the aircrafts strike on rear area of the enemy territory including logistics, 

line of communications, and even their headquarter rather than tactical firing supports for the 

army. Therefore, the Air-Land Battle doctrine has offensive capabilities with its defensive 

purpose, but more importantly this doctrine stressed on ‘jointness’ by integrating forces 

between army and air force. In the respect, the key points of Air-Land Battle doctrine derived 

from enemy’s innovative idea had a strong influence on the ASB concept.70

Nonetheless, the ASB doctrine cannot escape from a conservative view point because it is 

practically difficult to accept different typed threats like irregular warfare or terrorism 

emphasized by mainly civilians into the U.S. Military Forces. Organization culture in the U.S. 

military still tends to reluctant to establish a military policy by compromise and negotiation 

with civilians, and the culture has led a war by exclusive military thinking isolated from 

outside society. Traditionally, American soldiers have thought that ‘the military profession, in 

particular, must provide the security which society cannot provide for itself, without which 

the society cannot survive, and to use its expertise according to the value held by the 

Nation.’

 

71

Regular war/warfare on the perspective of U.S. military is more focusing on conduct of 

operations based on massive forces and muscular weapons which are operated by only U.S. 

 In the background, U.S. military organization has made a war concept more 

complicated and less inclusive while the professionalization on military doctrine has formed 

an ambiguous situation to approach it for non-military students.  

                                                 

70 One of key developers of Air-Sea Battle concept, Krepinevich mentioned that the ASB concept is never a 
new thing, but it is just a modified concept from the Air-Land Battle doctrine. Krepinevich, Why AirSea Battle? 
2. 

71 Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), An Army White Paper: The Profession of Arms (Washington 
DC: U.S. Army, 2010), 2. 
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According to the U.S. Defense Strategy, ‘if deterrence fails at any given time, U.S. forces will 

be capable of defeating a regional adversary in a large-scale multi-phased campaign, and 

denying the objectives of – or imposing unacceptable costs on,’72

 Viewed from bureaucratic perspective, the ASB doctrine cannot help being developed to 

regular warfare concept because competitions between the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, 

and the Marine Corps represent a selfish disposition in order to secure more budget and 

highly-expensive weapons as well as enhance wealth condition for example. Besides, those 

competitions would work within the conservative stage if each military service’s perception 

on war concepts unequally is weighted towards conventional portion tied down to the regular 

war/warfare. In addition, military-industrial complex would only concentrate on development 

and acquisition of conventional weapon systems then the ASB would be affected by that 

circumstance.  

and to achieve the objective 

the U.S. Military Forces has always deployed their expeditionary forces into the enemy 

territories rather than other innovative ways.  

Basing the balance of power theory, U.S. has high probability of recognizing China’s 

efforts for national development as a critical threat to break status quo. The importance of 

East Asian mentioned will be certainly a strategic moment for U.S. so the military expansion 

of China is an unacceptable problem. Moreover, the Chinese expansionism to break down 

existing frames would threaten U.S. more aggressively due to its offensive propensity. For 

example, the A2/AD capabilities can impede U.S. military activities within the 1st/2nd Island 

Chains by a variety of means like ballistic/cruise missiles, mines etc. In detail, U.S. forward 

deployed bases in South Korea and Japan are included in range of the 1st Islands Chain. U.S. 

                                                 

72 Department of Defense, executive summary to Quadrennial Defense Review 2014, vi.  
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military projection capability would deteriorate critically when it needs to deploy aircraft 

carriers or/and amphibious transport ships along the coast of China or when U.S. military 

executes debarkation or assault directly. More critically, the U.S. Anderson Air Force Base on 

Guam is included in the range of 2nd Islands Chain and it means that China can attack U.S. 

strategic military bases in the American territory, and within the islands chains China can cut 

off U.S. SLOCs with blocking freedom of navigation.  

 

 
Source: Jan Van Tol et al., AirSea Battle: A Point-of-Departure Operational Concept (Washington DC: CSBA, 
2010), 14.  

  

Figure 3.2 The Island Chains and Potential Sources of Conflict with China 
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Objectives of U.S. grand strategy on this region are clear; defending U.S. territory, 

including the Continental United States, Hawaii, Alaska, Guam, and the Northern Marianas; 

protecting U.S. allies such as Australia, Japan, South Korea, and quasi-allies such as Taiwan; 

assuring access to the global commons; preserving a favorable balance of power across 

Eurasia. 73

When possibility of war is escalated by encountering threats, integration between political 

intention and military doctrine can be realized, but offensively. Similarly, when considering 

that security dilemma between U.S. and China is more escalated by uncertain threat and 

intention, the ASB doctrine will be more offensive. Although Posen mentioned that a doctrine 

would be defensive or deterrent when a state has many allies, but it needs to interpret in 

different way in accordance with the given environment because enemy states could isolate 

U.S. from the world due to its geopolitical condition. In the respect, some regional allies such 

as South Korea and Japan are strategic buffer zones to prevent the isolation. Accordingly, it is 

a critical thing to maintain friendly relations with those states, but China’s efforts for regional 

integration cause an unstable relation. If the ASB doctrine was developed for the grand 

strategy, U.S. should offer a military trust to the allies by the ASB doctrine while reassuring 

that the doctrine can cover allied states from China’s military threats as a security umbrella.      

 Therefore, the ASB doctrine developed to achieve those objectives and the 

doctrine is also important to maintain U.S. hegemony and to cover the Chinese threats.  

In conclusion, the ASB doctrine was developed by three reasons. Firstly, U.S. needed a 

proper military mean to check China’s military challenges which have an offensive intention 

to secure regional hegemony in the emerging East Asia/western Pacific as well as to preserve 

                                                 

73 Thomas G. Mahnken, “‘The United States’ Grand Strategy in the Asia-Pacific Region’: Changing Military 
Dynamics in East Asia” (paper presented at the policy brief 1 for the Study of Innovation and Technology in 
China, California, January, 2012). 
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its national interest and sovereignty. Secondly, by conservative decision making process and 

bureaucracy of the U.S. Military Forces, the ASB was devised to counter-act conventional 

threats of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, Navy, Air Force, and other military 

organizations in the view of regular war/warfare concept. Lastly, with the former reasons, 

sense of crisis about the encountering threats induced the ASB doctrine having an offensive 

propensity while establishing integration between political intention and the doctrine.   

 

2. Basic Concept of the ASB Doctrine 

Through the book AirSea Battle: A Point-of-Departure Operational Concept, the CSBA 

(Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments) is an organization of the U.S. Department 

of Defense officially opened the specific Air-Sea Battle concept in 2010. According to the 

CSBA, ‘the ASB is an operational doctrine helping to set the conditions at the military 

operational level to sustain, favorable conventional military balance throughout the Western 

Pacific region.’74

As a doctrinal basic concept, mutual relations between the ASB doctrine and the Chinese 

A2/AD capabilities can be described as an opposing relation between a ‘shield’ set on the 

seas far from the main land China and a ‘spear’ piercing the shield for forming conditions to 

launch military operations in the land. So-called the ‘A2/AD’ is hard to access near the 

Chinese littorals for U.S. military forces while guided attacks and long-range 

offensive/defensive abilities on the A2/AD form complicatedly defense layers in multi-

domains. The cutting-edge forces of U.S. cannot execute their complete operations if not 

 In that respect, what the ASB doctrine means can be interpreted that it is to 

overwhelm the A2/AD capabilities as well as responses regarding Chinese military threats.  

                                                 

74 Van Tol et al., AirSea Battle, 11. 
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access there, because employment of precise guided attacks stressed on by the U.S. relatively 

requires a close range in the littoral, not on the open sea due to its limited firing range.  

If fails to access, U.S. should use some strategic weapons (for example, long ranged 

bombers such as B-2s, IRBMs, or ICBMs for example), but it is highly probability of missing 

the timing of operations due to the long range and also is difficult to avoid exposure of the 

strategic forces from the enemy’s eagle eye. Nevertheless, objectives and results of using 

those weapons would be restricted to an indirect military pressure by quantitative limitation 

of those weapons, political sensibility of the formidable destructive power, and costs rising. 

The U.S. DoD evaluates that the multiple-layered Chinese threats consist of SAMs, fighters, 

naval vessels, medium-range ballistic missiles, and long-range bombers with cruise missiles 

and its cover range would reach from zero altitude to 100,000 feet vertically and 

approximately 2,000NM from Chinese coastal line horizontally while confessing the 

difficulty of littoral access; 

 

“The littoral is not a fixed geographic area, but rather an increase in threat level as you near the 

shore and become more affected by elements operating under its wing…the nearer you come, the 

more diverse the enemy’s weapons and the better his targeting.”75

 

 

Therefore, basic role of the ASB doctrine in the mutual relation is to deter the multi-

layered threats incoming from the long distance and to destruct the shield effects of A2/AD. 

The doctrine has an objective to access the enemy’s littorals and even the enemy’s soils. To 

do that, it should defense the enemy’s massive salve attacks alongside eliminating the 

                                                 

75 Robert O. Work, “‘AirSea Battle’: Power Projection in the Mature Guided Munitions Era” (paper 
presented at the AIE Counter A2/AD Conference, Department of the Navy, October 26, 2010).  
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enemy’s denial power simultaneously in term of two aspects, ‘defense’ and ‘offense’.            

In 2012, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff announced potential operational environments that 

would appear within 2020 by publishing the CCJO (Capstone Concept for Joint Operations). 

According to the book, future security environment can be categorized to ten typed threats 

and it explains that ‘project power despite A2/AD challenge’ (that is one of ten threats) will 

exploit U.S. vulnerabilities by rival’s technical advance and asymmetric means.76 To prepare 

it, the book suggests that U.S. Military Forces should exploit ‘cross-domain synergy’ with 

advanced high-technology and enforcement of joint operation capability.77

In the JOAC (Joint Operational Access Concept),

 Then, what are 

threats the U.S. military is recognizing now? And, what is the cross-domain synergy?  

78 the term ‘anti-access’ means ‘actions 

and capabilities usually long-range, designed to prevent an opposing force from entering an 

operational area’ and the term ‘area-denial’ means ‘actions and capabilities, usually of shorter 

range, designed not to keep an opposing force out, but to limit its freedom of action within 

the operational area.’79

                                                 

76 Joint Chief of Staff, Capstone Concept for Joint Operations: Joint Force 2020 (Washington DC: Joint 
Chief of Staff, 2012), 1-4. 

 As a blockade, thus, those threats would be used by opposite sides 

when U.S. military has to project its forces towards the enemies via seas and/or air, so the 

U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff stresses on ‘operational access capability’ for the purpose of 

overcoming that physical constraints. Definition of the ‘operational access capability’ is ‘to 

project military force into an operational area with sufficient freedom of action to achieve 

77 Ibid., 4-15. 
78 JOAC suggests operational blending of combat, security, and relief & reconstruction’ in order to develop 

specified solutions for future operation environments defined by the CCJO.    
79  Department of Defense, Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC) version 1.0 (Washington DC: 

Department of Defense, 2012), 6. 
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given mission’80

Meanwhile, ‘cross-domain synergy creates and exploits asymmetrical advantages inherent 

in a joint force – air power to defeat anti-ship weapons, naval power to neutralize air defenses, 

ground forces to neutralize land-based threats to air and naval forces, cyber operations to 

defeat space systems, and so on (although by no means does this suggest that a joint fore 

should forgo symmetrical advantages).’

 and it also implies that the military operations will be executed by using 

diverse domains in a particular state with global common such as international water/air, 

space, cyber space.  

81

The Air-Sea Battle concept is, thus, an operational doctrine to react the complicated 

operational environments and the fastidious operation requirements. Official concept of the 

ASB defined by U.S. Military Force is ‘to improve integration of air, land, naval, space, and 

cyberspace forces to provide combatant commanders the capabilities needed to deter and, if 

necessary, defeat an adversary employing sophisticated anti access/area-denial capabilities’

 Again, it can be described to neutralize the enemy 

forces in a favorable friendly domain whereas to supplement friendly’s disadvantage in an 

unfavorable domain by joint operations between other domains. In addition, the capability 

requires large-scaled elements in the way that it simultaneously reflects synergy effects with 

multinational partnership.   

82 

and it infers a specified doctrine to countermeasure China’s A2/AD capabilities de facto. For 

example, its core concept is ‘to develop networked, integrated forces capable of attack-in-

depth to disrupt, destroy and defeat adversary forces (NIA/D3).’83

                                                 

80 Ibid., 1, 17. 

 To keep cross-domain 

81 Ibid., 16. 
82 Ibid., 4. 
83 Air-Sea Battle Office, Air-Sea Battle: Service Collaboration to Address Anti-Access & Area Denial 

Challenges (_: Air-Sea Battle Office, 2013), 4.  
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synergy, ‘networked’ is based upon a situation awareness capacity linked with Command & 

Control system, individual combatants, and weapon platforms and it also means management 

of centralized networks to generate real-time information over all of operation phases with 

improved Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) abilities.  

 

Source: Air-Sea Battle Office, Air-Sea Battle, 5. 
 

Figure 3.3 Core Concepts of the ASB 

 

‘Integrated’ means the arrangement of military forces and their actions to create a force 

that operates networked across domain as a whole.84

                                                 

84 Ibid., 6. 

 Initial military operations against China 

will require a well-ordered integration of forces in the air/space/cyber space, and on the sea. 

As a result, whole echelons of the U.S. military forces have to execute missions in a same 
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operational objective as an integrated force though it is burdensome to integrate disparate 

operation styles of each Service. Moreover, extent of line of communication established by 

seas will require the integration more and more, enduring limited war supplies.  

‘Attack-in-depth to Disrupt, Destroy and Defeat’ is defined to seizing the initiative on the 

A2/AD environment by destroying the enemy’s capabilities while taking concentration and 

de-concentration of joint fire power in a right time and place. Again, it can be reified in detail 

by three lines of effort; Disrupt Adversary Command, Control Communications, Computers, 

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance; Destroy adversary A2/AD facilities and 

weapon systems; Defeat adversary employed weapon and formations.85

According to sequence of operation phases (supporting phase-initial entry phase-

reinforcing entry phase-follow-on phase), force organization on the ASB concept will consist 

of four echelons; ‘supporting force’, ‘initial entry force’, ‘reinforcing entry force’, and 

‘follow-on force’.

       

86 The supporting phase begins to shape favorable conditions for initial 

entry forces which are trying to access enemy territory. The supporting force includes ISR 

assets (for example, RC-135 Rivet Joint, RQ-4 Global Hawk, and KH-9 Satellite), tankers, 

airborne/maritime transportation assets, anti air defense units, and defensive counter-air 

forces. Also, global strike forces such as B-2 stealth bomber, TLAM cruise missile will be 

thrown into this phase in order to remove priority targets in advance.87

In the initial entry phase, joint missions will be concentrated on two objectives; 

    

                                                 

85 Ibid., 7. 
86 These forces will be also conduct missions for the following purposes; defeat threats to the access and use 

of the global commons; find, control, defeat, disable, and/or dispose of specific threats such as WMDs; conduct 
other limited duration missions; assist populations and groups; establishing a lodgment. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
Joint Concept for Entry Operations (JCEO) (Washington DC: Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2014), 16-17. 

87 In fact, the ASB concept seems to put emphasis on achievement of objectives on this phase especially and 
this offers the reason why the ASB doctrine would become an operation led by Air Force and Navy.   
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establishment of a beachhead and securing of the operational initiative from the enemy. Thus, 

main forces of this phase will mainly include landing troops, airborne/maritime assault forces, 

airborne troops as well as SOFs infiltrating into rear area of the enemy territory. With them, 

supporting forces will continuously keep go on their missions for guaranteeing smooth entry 

missions while protecting the entry echelons from the enemy’s initial counter attacks by 

deploying aircraft carriers groups, fighter jets, and LCSs.  

Because considerable damages are expected in the initial entry phase due to the enemy’s 

massive resistance, reinforcing entry phase is a necessary action for continuity of proceeding 

operations. With logistic transportations for entry echelons, some actions including escort 

missions for transportation groups will be executed for securing stable line of 

communications in this phase. 

As a concept to expand operation area after entry operations, follow-on phase can be 

discussed sensitively by exemplifying stabilization operations until changes of the enemy 

state’s regime. Although U.S. does not make its position clear about it, it can sufficiently 

expect that the follow-on phase would reach to ultimate political area because when assuming 

that every military operation is a component of a single military campaign, the operations are 

conducted for an ultimate goal and those things would work until achieving a political goal. 

Therefore, to secure the beachhead cannot be an end status of the ASB doctrine, so the 

follow-on phase will take a step towards expansion of a war, while differentiating its intensity 

depending on the level of goal achievement. However, the ASB doctrine would suggest 

regular warfare even in this phase in order to give a massive and physical press on the enemy 

state.  

Detailed ROCs (Required Operational Capabilities) for realizing the ASB doctrine can be 

enumerated by six elements; enhanced survivability of U.S. forward deployed forces, long 
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ranged & in depth strike capability for neutralizing A2/AD capabilities, Advanced IW 

(Intelligence Warfare)/EW (Electronic Warfare) capability, maintenance of the non-surface 

maritime combat force, development & application of leading-edge technology, and 

enforcement of cooperation relations for component/joint operations.88

 ‘Enhanced survivability of U.S. forward deployed forces’ means protection capabilities 

from China’s diverse attacks including preemptive attacks especially. The Chinese A2/AD 

capabilities are already evaluated to attack U.S. Military Forces allocated in forward 

deployed bases in the East Asia/western Pacific regions by their hard kill weapons like DF 

series ballistic missiles and by soft kill weapons like electronic-pulse bomb and hacking in 

the cyber space domain. To meet this ROC, U.S. government has propelled allocation of 

THAAD systems into the allied states since 2008 while having enforced the Missile Defense 

program. Besides this positive defensive tool, U.S. has pushed ahead with improvement of 

base protection program as well as relocation & dispersal of high valued assets into rear areas 

where are out of the 1st/2nd Island Chains. However, it is unclear that those efforts could cover 

the enemy’s salvo missile attacks effectively. Also, even the high valued assets such as an 

aircraft carrier relocated in the remote area might miss an operational timing due to a required 

time to move to littoral area of China, although ignoring the Chinese threats in the air and on 

the sea. Plus, although U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff designated a capability to conduct missions 

under degraded C4ISR situation by the enemy’s attacks onto the ROC, they expects it would 

be difficult to solve this requirement technologically.

  

89

 Consequentially, ‘long ranged & in depth strike capability for neutralizing A2/AD 

   

                                                 

88 These elements were summarized, according to the CCJO, JOAC, and JCEO published by the U.S. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff.  

89 Joint Chiefs of Staff, JCEO, 33. 
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capabilities’ suggests that the ASB doctrine has an intention to attack not only Chinese 

military units dispatched into waters of the two islands chains, but also core nodes located in 

depth of the main-land. For example, U.S. stealth aircrafts such as F-22s, F-35s, and B-2s can 

actually cross the border for into the Chinese territory with precise guided bombs in order to 

meet this requirement. However, that capability will make Chinese regime more nervous and 

the Chinese communists would make an effort to take a preemptive attack on the U.S. assets. 

 It should not misunderstand that ‘advanced IW (Intelligence Warfare)/EW (Electronic 

Warfare) capability’ is a new thing even though it deals with intangible elements, because it is 

just an element derived from a notion of preferring a conventional war pattern. U.S. military 

organizations are still stressing on physical capabilities while they uses the intangible means 

as a means of assistance. Thus, the advanced IW would be used to generate information in the 

range of supporting physical attacks while the EW would be applied to additional, but 

indirect missions. On the other hand, Chinese PLA has prepared military capabilities since 

the Gulf War of 1991 and one of them is enforcement of IW and EW based on the concept 

‘local war under the intelligence war’. Critical situation is that high-tech war system of U.S. 

Military Forces would be a deadwood when China attacks on this system because modern 

war of U.S. depends on the network centric C4ISR system with NCW concept while the 

situation causes problems of integrity on the component operations with allied forces. Hence, 

this capability would develop a technical alternative centered on security verification, 

integration, and back up function between individual electronic nodes linked with combat 

systems. 

‘Maintenance of the non-surface maritime combat force’ is an important requirement for 

making steady mission progress on the ASB doctrine, having a direct capability to neutralize 

the Chinese A2/AD forces. In detail, using the term ‘non-surface maritime force’ is to 
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consider exposure of the U.S. surface vessels because environmental of the ASB doctrine 

mainly consists of the oceans. In the respect, U.S. submarines can be a strength point, 

compared with poor underwater forces of the China. For example, technical deficiency of 

acoustic surveillance systems such as sonar or SOSUS (Sound Surveillance System) will 

limit to search and track U.S. submarines. Moreover, geographical effects of complicated 

continental shelf and involved tidal currents under Chinese littorals will make the missions 

more difficult. Therefore, submarines can be a main weapon in this requirement as well as air 

powers.  

Because these ROCs are eventually derived from the doctrinal inclination depends on 

military technologies, ‘development & application of leading-edge technology’ will receive 

continuous attention in the future. Lastly, U.S. Military Force will accentuate ‘enforcement of 

cooperation relations for component/joint operations’ in terms of following two aspects. One 

aspect is to integrate forces for maximizing cross-domain synergy and another is to promote 

combined operations with U.S. allied forces.    

 

3. Expectable Scenarios on the ASB Doctrine 

In fact, it would be unfit to expect scenarios of a certain doctrine because the enemy’s 

threat cannot always appear as what the doctrine describes. However, the scenarios are 

sometimes required when it needs to analysis propensity of a doctrine. In that respect, the 

ASB doctrine would be applied into two campaigns distinguished between ‘Initial Attack 

Campaign’ and ‘Distant Blockade’ by the two approaches; direct access and indirect 

pressure.90

                                                 

90 Van Tol also explains candidate scenario of the ASB concept would be categorized to ‘initial attack’ and 
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Objective of the ‘Initial Attack Campaign’91 is to secure a beachhead in the Chinese soils 

by suppressing the enemy’s A2/AD capabilities with minimizing damages of friendly forces, 

but its military intention is to hold initiative on the war against China and to keep the follow-

on operation (U.S. forces will extend range of their operation after entry operation with full-

scaled ground force employment). In the early of this campaign, Chinese military forces will 

impede maneuver capacity of the U.S. forces by deploying their submarines near U.S. 

forward bases in the allied states or laying mines near main harbor facilities. At the same time, 

massive preemptive attacks of Chinese ballistic missiles including DF-11s, DF-15s, and DF-

21s will directly aim at the strategic assets and facilities of the U.S. deployed forces. To blind 

ISR capability, military satellites of U.S. will be attacked by Chinese ASAT weapons while 

struck by covert cyber attacks. Especially, aircraft carriers and its CVG (Carrier Air Group) of 

U.S. Navy have to survive from the horrible missile attacks consisting of ASCMs (Anti 

Surface Cruise Missiles) and ballistic missiles including the DF-21 ‘aircraft killer’, enduring 

threats of the silent SSK Kilo-class submarines.92

In the supporting phase, diverse ISR forces will watch up a sign of the Chinese preemptive 

attack (although, it would be mostly concentrated on the regular forces of the PLA, PLAN, 

PLAAF, and the Second Artillery Force) for enforced early-warnings. When detecting the 

signs, active defense systems will be operated fully on the sea and in the U.S. land bases 

while relocating and dispersing high value military assets into rear bases of U.S. After 

preemptive attacks of China, the U.S. military forces will execute supporting missions for 

 Therefore, total U.S. military capabilities 

are likely to be degraded by the preemptive attacks.                  

                                                                                                                                                        

‘blinding campaign.’ Van Tol et al., AirSea Battle, 51-62.   
91 According to the guideline of the JOAC and the JCEO, this campaign can be consist of four sub-phases; 

supporting-initial entry-reinforcing entry-follow-on in sequential.     
92 Roger Cliff et al., Entering the Dragon’s Lair, 81-94. 
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initial entry phase with reassemble of the dispersed forces at the same time as continuous 

preparedness for subsequent attacks of the enemy forces. At this moment, the cross-domain 

synergy concentrates its joint capabilities on task to blind Chinese Command & Control 

systems and its IW & cyber space warfare systems. To gather initial entry forces in certain 

rendezvous points, meanwhile, it is required to ‘deception’ and ‘conciliation’ in roll up 

process in order to minimize exposure from the enemy. Plus, non-surface maritime forces 

such as submarines and aircrafts will carry out a series of missions to neutralize the A2/AD 

capabilities on the sea and in the coastal lines of China, because the missions are a necessary 

task for deployment of aircraft carriers and amphibious vessel groups.  

In the next phase, U.S. military will deploy initial entry echelons into the littorals of China 

and then make a beachhead for access operations towards the main-land. Until achieving it, 

joint operations will mainly strike the enemy’s defense systems including IADSs (Integrated 

Air Defense Systems), shore batteries, maritime defense forces, countermeasures on the 

surface/under water, and supporting facilities near entry point. With other conventional 

air/sea powers, diverse Unmanned Combat Systems will be employed into this phase to 

reduce friendly’s casualties.  

Some Chinese strategists insist that the weak army could reverse inferior situation in its 

favor by attacking the strong enemy’s line of communication as noted, 

 

“to disrupt the enemy’s campaign depth or rear railway and highway hubs, ports, bridges, and 

other transport systems and logistic supply networks, to block or slow its heavy troop concentration, 

and to cut off its supplies so as to isolate it from the battlefield”93

                                                 

93 Ibid., 61. 
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However, U.S. has to protect its line of communications extended to 1,000 ~ 1,500 NM 

from remained Chinese threats and if failed, it cannot guarantee operational capacities for 

next phases. Therefore, a series of missions on the reinforcing entry phase would prepare 

proper alternatives against that kind of asymmetric threats while steadily reinforcing follow-

on forces as well as the initial entry forces.  

Similarly, the follow-on phase94

To prevent a protracted deadlock, the Initial Attack Campaign is likely to choose an 

effective based procedure in progress, because the long-ranged line of communication does 

not become a good situation for the U.S. expeditionary forces. Hence, the follow-on phase 

will selectively designate core nodes of Chinese political regime (political leader’s residence, 

high-rank military head-quarters, strategic airbases and ports, social infrastructures for 

example) on its priority targets, skipping other Chinese forward troops.  

 will more focus on expansion of operation area beyond 

occupied entry points. If not, the initial attack campaign might nominally turn into a limited 

war and then it would only produce a meaningless result, losing military influence. Moreover, 

it is inevitable to result in protracted war if this phase is dropped because it can make a 

negative situation that leaves room for regenerating Chinese military threats again.  

To defoliate war potential of China, ‘Distant Blockade’ campaign will proceed by an 

indirect military pressure without infiltrating into Chinese territory directly. China is also an 

importing country depending strategic resources on foreign countries and it means China has 

no choice but to depend a large part of war materials on import in war time. Therefore, to 

secure stable SLOCs is a significant task for China, so the national capacity for protracted 
                                                 

94 It is unclear whether the ASB doctrine practically includes the follow-on phase or not, but former phases 
are working within the doctrine.  
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war will be weakened critically when the SLOCs are unstable or cut off. As a result, Chinese 

government has constructed the strategic line, so-called ‘String of Pearls’ in the Indian Ocean 

since 2005 with establishing neighboring overseas strategic bases (Karachi in Pakistan, 

Chittagong in Bangladesh, Marao Atoll in the Maldives, Port Sudan in Sudan, and Bagamoyo 

in Tanzania), but the string will be a significant opportunities for U.S. when the string and the 

oversea bases are blocked by U.S. In other word, this is a main objective of the distant 

blockade campaign.  

 

Source: “China’s String of Pearls Strategy,” accessed May 13, 2015,       
 http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2009/03/18/china%E2%80%99s-string-of-pearls-strategy.html. 
 

Figure 3.4 China’s String of Pearls & SLOCs 

 

However, this campaign has some sensitive problems. First, civilians who are boarding on 

Chinese merchant ships could be a military target and it would cause an international 

http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2009/03/18/china%E2%80%99s-string-of-pearls-strategy.html�
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condemnation. Secondly, the third state would be sensitive about the blockade actions when a 

military conflict between U.S. military forces and Chinese escorting naval ships arise on the 

third state’s waters. If failed to persuade the states, the military campaign will be restricted to 

carry out missions. Nevertheless, this campaign is certainly a practical idea than the initial 

attack campaign because it cannot be only executed regardless of whether in peace time or in 

war time, but it can also wield a political influence to the Chinese regime by the indirect and 

less dangerous action.      

Accordingly, the Distant Blockade has flexibility in capable of being executed before the 

initial attack campaign or simultaneously with it. Moreover, it can also deteriorate capacity of 

the protracted war of China while it can punish the preemptive attack of China. Even some of 

U.S. naval officers suggest ‘MDBS (Mutually denied battle space Strategy)’ concept which 

means an indirect military campaign to block SLOCs and strategic bases or ports in coast of 

China, instead of avoiding direct conflicts in the 1st/2nd Island Chains.95

As a result, the ASB doctrine is, firstly, an offensive operational concept including direct 

attacks on the enemy territory and its means and ways are based on regular warfare with 

conventional weapons. So, the ASB doctrine does not deal with the hybrid threats and the 

hybrid war concept. In sequence, the doctrine just stresses on standardized military forces and 

its echelons in terms of regular warfare, and actually it only consists of those conventional 

elements because it is an operation concept developed by the intention how to suppress 

 However, distance 

blockade campaign requires more broad battlefields than the initiative campaign, so it would 

fail when there is no rest force to be deployed into it. That’s why U.S. has stressed on 

reinforcement of combined operations with allies.  

                                                 

95 Bitzinger and Raska, The AirSea Battle Debate and the Future of Conflict in East Asia, 7. 
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enemy military forces through predominance of military technology. Thirdly, the ASB 

doctrine cannot accept other irregular threats or unconventional conflicts due to conservatism 

and organizational egoism in the military organizations even though receiving a lot of 

criticism about it. Lastly, the ASB doctrine cannot help narrowing down its range of 

application into the Asian theater whereas excluding strategic situations of other theater 

including the continental U.S. because the conservative perspective on a war sticks to the 

linear order on battle.  

 

4. Debate and Response  

Debates on the new ASB doctrine led by Air Force and Navy are arising from a variety of 

places. Army and Marine Corps relatively alienated from the doctrinal concept claim that it 

should be employed the relatively inexpensive ground forces in the beginning of campaigns, 

pointing out that ‘an Air-Sea Battle-focused Navy and Air Force would be preposterously 

expensive to build in peace time and would result in incalculable human and economic 

destruction.’96 Also, U.S. Army strongly stresses on balanced jointness among Services, 

mentioning that they are developing long-range detecting & firing systems corresponded with 

the ASB concept as well as improved air-defense systems. To satisfy it, the army suggests 

specific ideas which improved capability of the Field Artillery can support a long-distance 

firepower for naval operations while the Army Air-Defense Artillery can guarantee freedom 

of air space for Air Force.97

                                                 

96 Thomas P. M. Barnett, “AirSea Battle: The Military-Industrial Complex’s Self-Serving Fantasy,” Time, 
August 8, 2012, accessed May 11, 2015,  

 More critically, the U.S. Marine Corps argues that the ASB 

concept should be led by ground forces whereas Navy and Air Force should only maintain 

http://nation.time.com/2012/08/08/airsea-battle-the-military-industrial-complexs-self-serving-fantasy/. 
97 Philip Neri, Army Fires Integration into Air-Sea Battle (Washington DC: U.S. Army, 2014), 4-7. 

http://nation.time.com/2012/08/08/airsea-battle-the-military-industrial-complexs-self-serving-fantasy/�
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supporting forces because ‘catastrophic loss’ of land warriors is nonsense, saying that “for the 

past 75 years, 96 percents of all the fighting and dying has been done by the ground forces.”98

Navy also insists that the ASB doctrine would work as a concept to protect projection of 

power because it could arouse formidable preemptive attacks including nuclear bomb by 

China due to its offensive propensity, concerning that ‘failing deterrence, the ASB concept 

assumes that a conflict with China would involve a protracted campaign.’

 

But, those ground forces just express discontents about loss of operational initiative, not 

suggesting fundamental alternatives.  

99

Also, there are skeptical opinions about offensive concept of the ASB. The retired Vice-

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. James “Hoss” Cartwright criticized that ‘the Air 

Force and Navy’s high-profile Air-Sea Battle concept is demonizing China,’ complaining that 

military conflict caused by ambiguous intentions and goals get United States nowhere.

 As mentioned 

before, that argument corresponds with the MDBS concept tends to limit range of operations 

on maritime blockade.   

100

                                                 

98 Jim Lacey, “Air-Sea Battle: Our defense intellectuals, seeking a new Big Idea, need to seek farther,” 
National Review, December 14, 2011, accessed May 12, 2015,  

 

Joshua Rovner mentioned that the opposite feels uneasy and then they will hesitate whether 

to use nuclear weapons in order to solve security dilemma because a state’s offensive action 

is used to get rid of a threat is the opposite rather than to change the opposite’s behavior, 

while he says that debates on the ASB have no discussion about other war patterns such as 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/285685/air-sea-battle-jim-lacey. 
99“What’s New about the AirSea Battle Concept?” accessed May 12, 2015,  

http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2010-08/whats-new-about-airsea-battle-concept.  
100 Sidney J. Freedberg Jr., “Navy Lags, Coast Guard Leads, In Building Ties with China,” Breaking Defense, 

December 3, 2014, accessed May 13, 2015,  
http://breakingdefense.com/tag/gen-james-cartwright/. 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/285685/air-sea-battle-jim-lacey�
http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2010-08/whats-new-about-airsea-battle-concept�
http://breakingdefense.com/tag/gen-james-cartwright/�
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nuclear war.101

 While being sensitive about the ASB doctrine, some U.S. allies in the East Asia/western 

Pacific region voice a variety of opinions. Japan circuitously expressed agreement with the 

ASB doctrine, making an issue of territorial dispute between Japan and China. According to 

the Japan’s 2012 National Defense Program Guidelines, a top priority objective is to defense 

the Nansei Islands including Senkaku Islands where is struggling with China. To protect the 

islands Japan planned a new concept, ‘Dynamic Defense Force’ concept aiming at making the 

JSDF lighter, more technological advanced, and with power projection capabilities.

 Eventually, those concerns warn indiscriminate responses of China in order to 

suppress the ASB, while escalating security dilemma.   

102

                                                 

101 Joshua Rovner, “‘AirSea Battle and Escalation Risks’: Changing Military Dynamics in East Asia” 
(paper presented at the policy brief 12 for the Study of Innovation and Technology in China, California, January, 
2012). 

 It 

implies Japan might indirectly take a part into the military campaigns of the ASB by 

supporting operations with acceptance of U.S. forward forces into their territory and it also 

means to scale up collective self defense right of the Japan Self-Defense Forces abroad. After 

WW II, Japan has adhered to the exclusively defensive security policy and for it they have the 

world’s best military readiness posture. Thus, Japan can offer a strong defensive capability to 

the U.S. from China’s preemptive attacks. Moreover, it is expected that Japan might take an 

offensive missions or support missions for it against Chinese armed forces when occurring an 

actual territorial conflict between China and the country, jumping on the doctrinal bandwagon. 

In terms of balance of power theory, the ASB doctrine will give Japan a strategic opportunity 

because Japan also wants to maintain status quo in the region while deterring the Chinese 

expansionism. However, Japan has taken a cautious attitude in actual ability for suppressing 

the A2/AD, and the stance could be interpreted as an indirect criticism about the compulsory 

102 Ministry of Defense, Defense of Japan 2012, (Tokyo: Ministry of Defense, 2012), 130-132.  
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doctrine leaning too much on regular war whereas China’s real threats still remain unclear.  

To prevent the grotesque threats of North Korea, the Republic of Korea has maintained 

strong combined military forces with the US Forces in Korea (USFK), but Korean 

government has kept a neutral attitude about the ASB doctrine not to stir up China. 

Nevertheless, the doctrine would effect on the Operation Plans and other national defense 

policies of the ROK103 when assumed that military doctrine of ROK should be adapted with 

the U.S. doctrine unless the allied force system are broken down. Therefore, that situation 

would make the ROK apply the ASB into counter-asymmetric warfare, focusing on the North 

Korea’s asymmetric threats. In the respect, the ROK-US-Japan Military Intelligence Sharing 

Agreement in December 2014 could be interpreted to partly make an encouraging relation on 

development of the ASB doctrine.104

Australia also expressed a tacit approval in the ASB doctrine. For U.S. the Australia has a 

strategic value for rear military bases in the ASB campaigns because the rear bases are 

located outside of the Chinese islands chains. Australia is probable to accommodate U.S. 

military assets with other supporting operations including air defense missions for U.S. 

stationing bases deployed in its territory without causing direct conflicts with China,

  

105

Although those responses of the allies showed a careful stance in the offensive intention 

 and 

through it they will participate in the campaigns. 

                                                 

103 Sang-ho Song, “U.S. Military Applies New Warfighting Concept in Korea,” The Korea Herald, May 13, 
2015, accessed May 10, 2015, 
http://khnews.kheraldm.com/view.php?ud=20140619001157&md=20140622004021_BL&kr=1.  

104 Eun Mi Song, “Hanmijoolil sai nonchiboki weikyo…Banjoongdongmyang duteun pihara (An astute 
diplomatic relations between Korea, US, and Japan… Avoid the trap of counter-China alliance),” Hankook Ilbo 
(The Korean Times), April 29, 2015, accessed May 13, 2015, 
http://www.hankookilbo.com/v/8ccd5fcdc8db4fdf97c0805dfe00794a. 

105 Benjamin Schreer, Planning the Unthinkable War: ‘AirSea Battle’ and Its Implications for Australia 
(Barton: ASPI, 2013), 31-34. 

http://khnews.kheraldm.com/view.php?ud=20140619001157&md=20140622004021_BL&kr=1�
http://www.hankookilbo.com/v/8ccd5fcdc8db4fdf97c0805dfe00794a�
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that is plainly aiming at China, it also seems that the states regard the doctrine as an unstable 

factor of regional security. Furthermore, it’s true that those states are not provided definite 

‘trust’ and ‘reassurance’ from the ASB in to what extent it can work its effectiveness at actual 

war. In order to maintain a firm alliance system with clear reassurance, as a result, U.S. must 

fully prepare to develop a complete military doctrine, while exactly understanding the 

potential enemy’s threats, because it is a necessary requisite for achieving goals of the 

American grand strategy.   
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Chapter 4 China’s Hybrid War and Its Implication 

 

A military organization tends to calculate enemy’s threats from conservative perspective, 

and also to seek a proper doctrine to counter-act the threats in that background. However, the 

organization can reduce uncertainty of the threats while understanding fundamental elements 

having influenced on the enemy’s doctrine and involved war-fighting styles, if the enemy 

makes a complete nonsense of the conservative ideas by causing an unthinkable situation that 

is hard to deal with. Because adversaries could/should develop a military policy from their 

own war philosophy that has dominated them for a long time.  

This chapter will study why China’s military threats could be different from what the ASB 

doctrine is considering through China’s ideological foundations including traditional ideas of 

war, and it will also identify limitations of the ASB by grasping it onto the Hoffman’s ‘hybrid 

war’ concept.  

 

1. War Philosophy of the People’s Liberation Army  

As ‘different countries follow different strategic culture traditions resulting from their 

history, social traditions, value system, and the philosophical traditions they follow’,106

                                                 

106 Huiyun Feng, Chinese Strategic Culture and Foreign Policy Decision-Making: Confucianism Leadership 
and War (Oxon: Routledge, 2007), 33. 

 if 

war philosophy of a state has accepted traditionally is proved its effectiveness in practice or if 

it accords with some intangible components such as culture or ideology of the state, war of 

the state would be conducted by principles reflecting the philosophy. And, that process would 

suggest basic directions how to fight to military organizations. The organization theory 
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Allison insists implies that decision making process, SOPs, and behavioral characteristics of 

members of a certain organization depend on such background factors and the theory 

provides an important clue when studying the veiled organizational tendency of Chinese 

army from external perspective.   

In 2006, People’s Liberation Army Daily (jiefangjunbao) reported that ‘PLA adopted Sun 

Tzu’s Art of War as a training manual for military officers.’ 107

Historically, Confucianism has been accepted into social morals of China. Bottom line of 

the Confucianism is based on ‘harmony’ between sovereign and people, and in the respect 

war was able to be only conducted by justified purpose for the people. In detail, the sovereign 

had to avoid the war if it is possible, but if it is impossible, the war had to move forward in 

the direction reducing the people’s damage and burden.

 Concentrating on armed 

modernization, it seems to be ironical to adopt the classic book written 2,500 years ago as a 

manual for the modernized military, but it implies that the war principles is still working on 

the modern Chinese army. Therefore, it should not interpret Chinese war patterns by Western 

perspective, rather it must discuss the war patterns by understanding the indigenous war 

philosophy has traditionally influenced on the Chinese military organization.  

108 Huiyun Feng said that Sun Tzu’s 

thought could also exist as a distinctive principle by that ethical idea, mentioning that the 

reason why Confucianism could be a ruling idea for a long time is that it helped to run the 

country with less violent context than any other philosophies in the same age.109

                                                 

107 Kisung Park, “Joonghaebanggoon, Sonjabyengbup Hoonlyunkyojaero chaetaek (China’s PLA, adopted 
the Art of War as a training manual),” Yeonhap News, May 3, 2006, accessed May 22, 2015, 

 Plus, if the 

‘harmony’ is a basis of maintaining a country, disturbing the harmony between sovereign and 

http://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=102&oid=001&aid=0001288130. 
108 Feng, Chinese Strategic Culture and Foreign Policy Decision-Making, 19-21. 
109 Ibid., 4. 

http://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=102&oid=001&aid=0001288130�
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people would be a critical threat for enemy country, so the enemy should use dissatisfaction 

and grievance of the people.  

In terms of asymmetric warfare,110

 

 Sun Tzu’s though is worthy of note in the way that it 

pursues a practical way not only avoiding a war if possible but also minimizing expenses 

even in war in order to prevent the people’s great damages. Sun Tzu said: 

If he is secure at all points, he prepared for him. If he is in superior strength, evade him.111

Attack him where he is unprepared, appear where you are not expected.

 

112

 

 

What these two maxims mean is that attacking enemy’s weakness rather than avoiding all-

out war is wise because the harmony will be broken down by stupendous costs the people 

have to bear with increase of their grievance when war occurs. It can be also categorized to 

three situations in accordance with military gap between two states. For instance, when state 

A has a superior military power than state B, state A can easily neutralize state B by 

employing strong military power into weak point of state B. Also, state A can minimize costs 

by using a part of total military forces for attacking the selected weak points while the rest 

forces prevent the enemy’s attacks in flexible. Next, if the two states have same or similar 

levels of military power, any of them can achieve its objectives by attacking the enemy’s 

weak point without a total war. Attacking the weak points can also be a decisive factor even 

in a total war because serious costs derived from the total war will result in disaster to the 

                                                 

110 ‘Asymmetric warfare is violent action undertaken by the ‘have-nots’ against the ‘haves’ whereby the 
have-nots, be they state or sub-state actors, seek to generate profound effects… by employing their own specific 
relative advantages against the vulnerabilities of much stronger opponents.’ Rod Thornton, Asymmetric Warfare: 
Threats and Response in the 21st Century (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007), 1. 

111 Tzu Sun, Art of War, 21. 
112 Ibid., 4. 
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states. Lastly, if state A has an inferior power than state B, attacking the state B’s weak points 

can be an asymmetric weapon for the weak because the asymmetric attack can outflank the 

strong in some ways exploiting shock or fear.  

Vietnam War in the 1960s is a good case to show the asymmetric way. In the war, U.S. had 

to suffer bitter experiences though it absolutely retained more strong military power than 

Vietnamese communists, because the protracted war produced protests of anti-war due to the 

enemy’s asymmetric warfare with massive casualties. To overcome the inferiority, the 

Vietnamese communists took guerilla warfare and it was intensively executed in where U.S. 

military forces were not able to use their firepower easily such as a civilian-inhabited area. 

American soldiers had to fight in ambiguous circumstance in which it cannot distinguish the 

enemy whether it is a combatant or a non-combatant, while being exposed to booby traps, 

and such unusual battle conditions were certainly a weak point for the U.S. military because 

American war-fighting style was based on a ‘fair’ game.          

As Sun Tzu advised that ‘the good fighters of old first put themselves beyond the 

possibility of defeat, and then waited for an opportunity of defeating the enemy,’113

Sun Tzu declared the essence of war is an action by deception, mentioning that ‘all warfare 

 it is, 

however, a more important problem to ‘when to launch an operation’ so-called ‘timing’, if the 

asymmetric warfare is to search and attack enemy’s weakness because in the Sun Tzu’s world 

war is not a linear continuity but it is a repetition of time that flows capriciously as well as 

simultaneously. Hence, the asymmetric warfare will go down the drain if no patience to wait 

an opportunity even though acknowledging the enemy’s weakness exactly.  

                                                 

113 Ibid., 12. 
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is based on deception.’114 In his view, the saying means that objective of the asymmetric 

warfare is to aim at the point that which enemy doesn’t prepare or is insufficient to counter-

act whereas it includes inducement of the enemy into a trap looks like a weak point, but it is 

in fact strong one. However, can the asymmetric warfare only guarantee a victory? Sun Tzu 

stressed on harmony between the asymmetric warfare and regular warfare (it means a direct 

confrontation), saying that ‘in all fighting, the direct method may be used for joining battle, 

but indirect methods will be needed in order to secure victory,’115

Eventually, the Sun Tzu’s thought insisted a ‘justified war’ in the way that it attempt to 

maximum effectiveness by avoiding a direct collision while minimizing the people’s damages. 

Accordingly, this ancient Chinese thought has a series of characteristics; a circuitous war-

fighting style with asymmetry rather than a direct decisive match; a deceptive combat based 

on ambiguity rather than a muscular materialism; a maximization of psychological effect 

rather than a physical destruction; consideration of a political legitimacy rather than a 

military objective itself; a relative superior rather than an absolute superior; a simultaneous 

time line with irregularity rather that a linear time line with regularity; and a harmonious 

combination between these elements.  

 because the asymmetric 

warfare can be conducted in any time regardless of in peace time or in war time, but the 

regular warfare can cover the lacks of asymmetric warfare.   

On the other hand, war philosophy in Western world is somewhat inconsistent with the 

Chinese thought. For example, although the Japan’s sudden attack on Pearl Harbor on 

December 7 1941 was a ‘well-done’ operation in terms of Sun Tzu’s perspective, but the next 

day U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt announced that the attack aroused American people’s 
                                                 

114 Ibid., 3. 
115 Ibid., 15. 
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anger and blame while criticizing that it was an action of cowardice with no proclaim of war 

in his speech day of infamy.116 Going far back in WW I period, conventional war-fighting 

pattern in the European front mainly employed a face-to-face confrontation between both 

sides. During that period, the pattern of engagement brought a tiresome protracted war with 

repetitive sieges despite massive casualties from direct confrontations such as the horrible 

trench warfare.117

If Western civilization originated from Greek Hellenism, the view of war might also be 

derived from war-fighting pattern of the Greek period. The Phalanx that was a representative 

combat formation in that period was designed for a head-on collision by a square formation. 

Its basic tactics was to collapse the enemy formations in the face even in unfavorable 

situation. What’s more interesting is that a long-range attack by archers was disregarded from 

main forces although it could intensify the confusion to the enemy.  

 Meanwhile, using a sudden strike was limited within rear area of enemy 

troops, but it was taboo to threaten the enemy state’s citizens directly. Even though it should 

achieve goals of war by all means, why did those kinds of asymmetric warfare be evaded in 

the Western world?  

The Chivalry was at the center of military culture in medieval period. It valued honor 

above everything else, so norms among knights of that era emphasized on a fair play led by 

head-to-head fights, and, moreover, it was ethically an unpardonable behavior to attack the 

opposite surreptitiously such as assassination in the military culture.118

                                                 

116 Franklin D. Roosevelt, “Day of Infamy,” United States Senate. Washington: SEN 77A-H1. December 8, 
1941, Rpt. National Archives: 1-2. 

 In addition, war 

among the absolute monarchies in the medieval time was rather confrontations between noble 

117 The Infantry Journal Incorporated, Infantry In Battle (Richmond: Garrett & Massie, 1939), 294-306. 
118 Ward Thomas, “Norms and Security: The Case of International Assassination,” International Security 25 

(2000): 111-115.  
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families or aristocrats than between countries, so ‘honor’, ‘formality’, and ‘dignity’ were 

thoroughly emphasized in the war, by doing so the Western styled war had no choice but to 

be ineffective and to be consumptive.  

Another Western tendency of war-fighting patterns is the popularity in military circles of 

Carl von Clausewitz. His perspective was differentiated from Sun Tzu’s thought of win all 

without fighting and avoiding strength and attacking weakness, because Clausewitz strongly 

emphasized total mobilization of a country for total war. He also believed in the need to seek 

a decisive battle in which one would annihilate the enemy.119

 

  

Table 4.1 Comparison of War Thoughts between Ancient China and Western World  

Ancient China Western world 

Based on Asymmetric warfare by indirect attack on a 

weak point 

Maximization of psychological effects 

Inducement of enemy by deception and stratagem 

Simultaneous war-fighting pattern 

Emphasis on decisive timing in accordance with 

relative superior forces 

Harmonious war between military and non-military 

realms 

Face-to-face confrontation 

 

Emphasis on physical destruction 

Decisive war based on a total war 

Linear war-fighting pattern 

Emphasis on massive and material offensive in 

accordance with absolute superior forces 

Separated war between military and non-military 

realms 

Source: Compiled by author 

 

                                                 

119 Clausewitz also insists the decisive war, suggesting that destruction of forces can usually be accomplished 
only by fighting and only major engagements involving all forces lead to major success. So, the greatest 
successes are obtained where all engagements coalesce into one great battle. Mark McNeilly, Sun Tzu and the 
Art of Modern Warfare (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 38.   
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Until now, that Western thought of war has kept the traditional tendency establishing 

patterns of modern war based on regular war, and this high context has pursued a physical 

warfare based on military technologies, so the ASB doctrine could be developed by these 

reasons. Therefore, war-fighting style of the Western world is firstly to emphasis on decisive 

war through a head-on attack. Secondly, it is intensifying physical destruction by massive 

suppression in accordance with enemy’s capabilities and its fundamental principles are based 

on muscular and material military forces. Next, if its core concept is to take the bull by the 

horns with a full-scaled war like a total war, asymmetric warfare by deception and ambiguity 

is less important than regular war. Lastly, it stresses on war led by linear orders and the war 

can be only conducted within the military realm.             

However, Sun Tzu’s principles are still working in modern war because it has been steadily 

developed by the people’s war although the Western thought has spread all over the world. 

While Mao Zedong had had diverse combat experiences over fifty years, he was intense in a 

combined warfare mixed with regular force and paramilitary force by grasping the Sun Tzu’s 

thought onto modern war. His ‘people’s war (renminzhanzheng)’ ‘takes advantage of ‘China’s 

inherent strength (a large population and vast land mass) while employing traditional Chinese 

fighting skills of speed, surprise, deception, and stratagem.’120

                                                 

120 Dennis J. Blasko, The Chinese Army Today: Tradition and Transformation for the 21st Century (New York: 
Routledge, 2012), 119. 

 Initial concept of the people’s 

war is to exploit a stratagem which drags the strong enemy forces into Chinese main-land in 

depth in order to weaken the enemy’s line of communications, thereby isolating the enemy 

troops from their main body. More importantly, as the Chinese Red Army induced the enemy 

troops into terrain in depth, the enemy had to suffer insufficient situation awareness more and 

more due to strange grounds. In that situation, small elements of the red army harassed the 
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enemy, not only inducing them into more unfavorable terrains but also attacking them from 

all sides. Drawing to waste of the enemy’s combat capabilities with a protracted war, Mao’s 

strategy was to maximize psychological effect exhausting the enemy’s ‘will to fight’ in the 

end. So-called ‘guerilla warfare (Yu Chi Chan)’ was a central concept of the red army and it 

was based on ideas of the Chinese asymmetric warfare.  

‘Guerilla warfare means comprises combat operations conducted in enemy held territory 

by predominantly indigenous forces on a military or paramilitary basis to reduce the combat 

effectiveness, industrial capacity, and morale of the enemy. Guerilla operations are conducted 

by relatively small groups employing offensive tactics and it also supports other (regular) 

military operations.’121 Samuel Huntington also defined it as ‘a form of warfare by which the 

strategically weaker side assumes the tactical offensive in selected forms, times, and places. 

Guerilla warfare is the weapon of the weak.’122

Reflecting strategy and tactics of the guerilla warfare, Mao Zedong also developed 

doctrinal principles on the people’s war. The ultimate concept of people’s war is to lose 

justification of the opposite regime by instigating naïve farmers who are isolated from society 

in order to protect the red army in the rural areas. At the same time, the concept had an 

intention to expand their military operations from the rural areas. To realize it, the people’s 

 Therefore, the guerilla warfare is an 

organized revel activity to oppose an existing political regime or a public resistance to 

counter-act foreign invaders, so it can be executed by a weak side in terms of arms, 

organizations, and trainings and the weak actor can take an irregular pattern of violence at 

any time and in any place which are unilaterally selected by the weak side.  

                                                 

121 Headquarters, Department of the Army, FM 31-21 Department of the Army Field Manual: Guerilla 
Warfare and Special Forces Operations (Washington DC: Department of the Army, 1961), 8. 

122 Samuel P. Huntington, introduction to Modern Guerilla Warfare: Fighting Communist Guerilla Movement, 
1941-1961, ed. by Franklin M. Osanka (New York: The Free Press, 1962), xvi.  
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war progressed by three phases. As a phase to establish political justifications, ‘strategic 

defensive’ phase mainly used propagandas to resist local governments, violence for political 

chaos, terrorism, and assassination for example. When the situation turns into favorable 

direction, it psychologically pressed the government and people by shaping a shadow 

government. ‘Strategic stalemate’ is a phase to occupy territories by expanding operation 

scales. In this phase, it was important to capture the enemy’s assets, forming the communist 

government in the isolated area with inducing attrition against existing government forces. 

Thus, the red army and the people had to maximize psychological pressure with meticulous 

propagandas. Lastly, ‘strategic counter-offensive’ phase focused on enforcement of their 

operation capabilities for achieving political goals until the last full-scale offensive, so  

psychological attacks to get rid of the enemy’s will were stressed on in the phase.123

Strategic key points of Mao’s doctrine are, firstly, that the weak enforces its supporters by 

mass mobilization and then mixing political activities with military operations properly to 

weaken enemy without exposure. So, primary objective of the red army is to enhance military 

abilities with securing the rural supporters while doing a land reform. The second point is that 

the people’s war has no battle field divided by front and rear area because it doesn’t need its 

main bases in order to form an attrition and protracted war. Next, although it has a 

characteristic of attrition warfare in strategic level, but it has a tendency of intensive surprise 

attack in tactical level, and it should allow ‘counter-attack’ and ‘pursuit’ by smashing the 

enemy’s attacks surprisingly and by withdrawing swiftly. At fourth, Guerilla warfare cannot 

gain an ultimate victory by using it only, but it can do that by combing with regular forces. 

For example, when the guerilla combatants cooperate with regular forces, they have to deter 

  

                                                 

123 Stuart Lyle, “Maoism versus Hybrid Theory: Is the Military Being Distracted by This Latest Doctrinal 
Buzz-Word?” UK Defense Forum ___, (2011): 3. 
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enemy in the rear area by disconnecting the enemy’s logistic lines or taking a flank attack for 

cooperative operation with regular forces. Lastly, one of vital elements on the people’s war is 

‘active defense (jiji bangyu)’and it means a preemptive attack to eliminate enemy’s threats in 

the beginning when the enemy’s threats are sure or imminent. In 1936, Mao mentioned that:  

 

“Active defense is also known as offensive defense, or defense through decisive engagement. 

Passive defense is also known as purely defensive defense or pure defense. Passive defense is 

actually a spurious kind of defense, and the only real defense is active defense, defense for the 

purpose of counterattacking and taking the offensive”.124

 

 

Detailed tactics of the people’s war are as following. ‘Concentration & de-concentration’ of 

combatant units must go rapidly and it has to try to complete missions swiftly. ‘Quick 

decision’ is executed with surprise attacks simultaneously and its main target is isolated small 

units. ‘Initiative’ can be secured by an objective assessment about my status and adversary 

condition as well as proper military actions because the both opposite sides are trying to get it. 

‘Employment of forces’ must be used flexibly in accordance with a serious of conditions; 

mission, geography, inhabitant and the enemy’s movement. On the guerilla warfare, ‘detailed 

plan’ includes situation awareness, definition of mission, deployment of troops, execution of 

military training and political education, procurement of material supply, maintenance of 

equipment, and commander’s guideline. Because the enemy would attack on guerilla bases 

when the guerilla warfare works better, the guerilla combatant must neutralize the attacks and 

take counter-attacks.125

                                                 

124 Blasko, The Chinese Army Today, 120. 

      

125 U.S Marine Corps, FMFRP 12-18 Mao Tse-tung on Guerilla Warfare (Washington DC: Department of the 
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Based on these doctrinal principles, Chinese PLA had continuously used the irregular 

warfare with asymmetric means since 1947 after Chinese Civil War. In Korean War of 1950, 

the PLAs disguised their identification by naming ‘CPV (Chinese People’s Volunteer)’126 in 

order to prevent sensitive political friction between China and U.S.127 In the war, the PLA 

developed an asymmetric warfare known to ‘human-wave sweep’. This concept can be 

explained in detail as following; ‘outnumbering the enemy whenever the situation permitted 

for wiping out entire enemy unit; engaging the enemy in mobile warfare while avoiding static, 

positional warfare; achieving surprise as much as possible to offset enemy fire power.’128

In Yijiangshan Islands Campaign of 1954, the PLA troops could overcome their inferiority 

despite of the well-equipped Republic of China military forces. For example, they used to 

ambush attacks under cover of night while escaping the vigilance of Chiang Kai-shek’s 

armies by blurring their small armed boats with massive fishing vessels. In addition, they 

turned the enemy’s attention from landing points in wrong places by causing provocations. 

And the Jiang’s troops were worn out from the PLA’s deft deception.

 

This is an asymmetric idea to confuse the enemy by simultaneous concentration and de-

concentration, not linear attacks among echelons.  

129

However, is it possible to apply the doctrinal principles into modern war of 21st century? If 

then, how does the modern China’s PLA (re)interpret it? Chieh-cheng Hwang insists that it is 

  

                                                                                                                                                        

Navy, 1989), 71-87. 
126 The CPV nominally meant a paramilitary organization formed by voluntary militias.  
127 Yu Bin, “What China Learned from Its Forgotten War in Korea,” in Chinese Warfighting: The PLA 

Experience since 1949, ed. Mark A. Ryan, David M. Finkelstein, and Michael A. McDevitt (New York: An East 
Gate Book, 2003), 124-126. 

128 Ibid., 127. 
129 Xiaobing Li, “PLA Attacks and Amphibious Operations during the Taiwan Strait Crises of 1954-55 and 

1958,” in Chinese Warfighting: The PLA Experience since 1949, ed. Mark A. Ryan, David M. Finkelstein, and 
Michael A. McDevitt (New York: An East Gate Book, 2003), 154-158. 
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still valid for the modern PLA in terms of political legitimacy, securing initiative, means to 

overcome strategic inferiority and mobility, saying that ‘people’s war cannot be abandoned 

yet.’130

In 1985 Deng Xiaoping declared ‘people’s war under modern condition’ in order to 

correspond the people’s war with modern war. In this climate, Gulf War promoted Chinese 

RMAs in 1991 and Jiang Zemin stressed on ‘local war under high-tech condition.’ with 

boosting the armed modernization. However, the background of it was influenced by the 

traditional philosophies of war although it seems to only concentrate on enforcement of 

military capabilities based on regular force and military technology. In 2005, the Academy of 

Military Science (AMS) of Chinese PLA announced ten principles of war through the book 

The Science of Military Strategy; ‘knowing ourselves and the enemy; preserving ourselves 

and destroying the enemy; striving for the initiative and avoiding the passive; employing 

 Chinese political leaders would stick to the people’s war by bending the principles 

when Maoism is still working in the army according to him. To secure initiative in the war, 

active defense of the people’s war can be realized by preemptive attacks. Moreover, their 

strategic inferiority could overcome by its asymmetric ways until overtaking U.S. military 

forces in quality and in quantity. Therefore, mobile warfare, guerilla warfare, and positional 

warfare on the people’s war are still effective principles and, furthermore, he strongly insists 

that China’s massive landmass and population will make those elements work normally. 

Although it is unclear whether his contention is considering the hybrid warfare concept, but it 

is persuasive in the way that the principles certainly can provide possibility of unthinkable 

threats to the biased conservatism on the ASB doctrine. 

                                                 

130  Alexander Chieh-cheng Huang, “Transformation and Refinement of Chinese Military Doctrine: 
Reflection and Critique on the PLA’s View” in A Retrospective on Chinese Military Studies in the Post-Mao Era 
(Santa Monica: National Security Research Division RAND, 2001), 134-138. 
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military forces and tactics flexibly; combining closely the three battle forms of mobile war, 

positional war, and guerilla war; concentrating superior forces and destroying the enemy one 

by one; fighting no battle unprepared, fighting no battle you are not sure of winning; being 

prudent in fighting the initial battle, unified command; and closely coordinating military and 

non-military struggles.’131

 

 In addition, the book noted,  

The idea of winning victory by stratagem has always been the main idea of traditional 

Chinese strategic thinking. IT means the use of limited force to achieve victory or realize the aim 

of the war…Western strategic thinking pays more attention to the contest of strength, 

emphasizing direct confrontation…The modern American strategy is a typical strategic thinking 

model of force type, with superior military strength as its basis…132

 

 

Although Chinese communists have not opened their clear military intention and 

objectives yet, such indirect materials imply that the traditional philosophies have credibility 

with the modern armies. Nevertheless, it depends on interpretations. For example, role of 

irregular warfare (or, asymmetric warfare) on the people’s war would be restricted to a trivial 

thing if accepting it as one of conventional principles in regular war concept. Now, U.S. is 

observing Chinese threats in that way and as a result the ASB doctrine would be inevitable to 

be limited in the respect. On the contrary, expectable threats of the China could be developed 

toward a more complicated situation if applying it into hybrid concept between regular and 

irregular war.  

 
                                                 

131 G. Peng and Y. Yao (eds), The Science of Military Strategy (Beijing: Military Science Publishing House, 
2005), 117. 

132 Ibid., 135-136. 
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2. China’s Hybrid War Patterns 

The Hoffman’s hybrid warfare concept is described as a war pattern blurring regular 

warfare and irregular warfare including non-military realms.133

Concerning the hybrid threats, Hanseong Cho argues that Chinese armed forces has 

developed diverse means to attack comprehensive weak points in a potential enemy state, and 

they will also attack high-tech weapons and major businesses belonged to the enemy state as 

well as stirring negative international opinions.

 The repetitively-crossed 

hybrid threats can arise simultaneously in a variety of events involving insurgency, rebellion, 

political instigation, terrorism and trans-national crime by transcending military realm. Also, 

the hybrid threat seeks for not only an unpredictable mixture of technologies and tactics gain 

the upper hand by getting out from conventional war patterns, but also a capability of niche in 

existing war-fighting patterns. In the respect, Characteristic of the Chinese philosophies is 

similar to war patterns that the hybrid war theory, but the hybrid war is able to more 

maximize shock effects than the past war by diffusing its threats over the world thanks to 

globalization and technical improvement. With it, enhancement of network capability 

between individual combatants or combat units forms unique organizations like a point 

networked organization that can execute autonomous missions while it increases threatening 

effects.  

134

                                                 

133 Irregular warfare has a more broad range contains asymmetric warfare. According to U.S. Irregular 
Warfare Joint Operating Concept, ‘irregular warfare is defined as a violent struggle among state and non-state 
actors for legitimacy and influence over the relevant populations. IW favors indirect and asymmetric approaches, 
though it may employ the full range of military and other capabilities, in order to erode an adversary’s power, 
influence, and will.’ Department of Defense, Irregular Warfare (IW) Joint Operating Concept (JOC) (version 
1.0) (Washington DC: Department of Defense, 2007), 6. 

 Proponents of the ‘unrestricted war’ also 

mentioned that Chinese military doctrine is to attack on vulnerable points of the America, 

134 Hanseong Cho, “Hybrid Warfare and Its Implication for the Post-collapse of North Korea,” Kookbang 
Jeongcheak yeon-gu (Defense for Policy Analysis) 38 (2012): 18. 
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saying that ‘when faced with a technologically-superior enemy, it is necessary to dare to 

completely upset the order of the cards in one’s hands and reorganize them in accordance 

with the needs of war and the interests of a nation.’135 Similarly, Ehsan Ahrari also insists 

that China will choose ‘acupuncture war’ which is able to paralyze the strong power’s 

capabilities by attacking their weak points.136

China has flexibility in doctrine to make full use of regular and irregular warfare as shown 

before, so the flexibility provides diverse options to attack enemies. In tandem with it, 

Chinese military forces actually have various combat experiences influenced by the doctrine 

and it means that they have an advantage for employing the hybrid warfare. Their 

conventional military power cannot catch up with America yet until now, but they have about 

6,927,000 military soldiers (including 2,285,000 active-forces, 510,000 reserved forces, and 

other paramilitary forces) and the number is the biggest one in the world.

 However, if it is required to expect those 

threats more concretely, then result can be practically induced from an analysis on strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the China.  

137 Chinese 

Communist Party is absolutely controlling the overall PLA troops and the relation will 

enforce ‘will to fight’ among them in order to achieve political goals. Also, the communist 

regime can coercively disregard domestic anti-government campaigns by strict censorship 

and manipulation of public opinions, thereby forming a favorable atmosphere for justification 

of war.138

                                                 

135 Qiao and Wang, Unrestricted Warfare, 139. 

 In that respect, China can strengthen propaganda activities in domestic and abroad 

by integrated efforts between military organization, intelligence service, and civilians. And, 

136 Ehsan Ahrari, “China’s Preoccupation with Asymmetric War: Lessons Learned from the Hezbollah-Israeli 
War,” Small Wars Journal __, (2009): 1. 

137 See Appendix C. James Hackett, (ed.), The Military Balance 2012, (London: Routledge, 2012), 233-242 
138 Christopher Walker and Robert W. Orttung, “Breaking the News: The Role of State-run Media,” Journal 

of Democracy 25 (2014): 73-83.  
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driving force of these strengths will be supported by the veiled, but increasing defense budget 

of China.     

 

Table 4.2 Analysis of China’s Counter-U.S. Military Capabilities (by SWOT) 

 Advantages Disadvantage 

Inter-

nal 

<Strengths> 

Flexibility on the military doctrines 

Rich experiences of military/non-military 

irregular warfare 

Quantitative superiority in human resources 

Authoritative media/military control of the CCP 

Various experiences of political manipulation 

Growing trend of defense budget 

<Weaknesses> 

Inferior military capability in regular warfare 

(particularly, relative insufficiency of joint 

operations) 

Inadequate military technologies 

Possibility of occurrence of domestic problems 

Transition period of armed modernization 

Lacks of capability for protracted war 

Exter-

nal 

<Opportunities> 

Cooperation with Anti-American 

countries/groups 

Pressures to U.S. allied states 

Forming Anti-American opinions over the world 

Tightened defense budget of U.S. 

Sensitive response about Anti-war public 

opinions of U.S. political leaders 

Conservative war-fighting style of U.S. military 

forces 

Escalating costs of war 

 

<Threats> 

The powerful regular forces and its military 

capabilities of U.S. & allied forces 

(Particularly, the leading-edge technologies 

for joint operations and C4ISR systems) 

Well-trained U.S. combined operation systems 

of U.S. allied forces 

China’s degradation of war potentials by 

external pressures including blockade 

Escalating costs of war 

Social disturbance caused by the enemy 

International blames about China 

Source: Compiled by author 
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However, most military capabilities of China are weaker than U.S. and even if catching up, 

it will require considerable time and effort.139

China could search for more broaden threats via external opportunities. In May 8th 2015, 

Russian President Vladimir Putin indicated that new Cold War will be open for the purpose of 

preventing Pax Americana, mentioning that “Today China is our strategic partner.”

 Moreover, China’s military condition is still in 

the transition phase in terms of its armed modernization because of insufficient operating 

systems for joint operations and other Command & Control, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 

Reconnaissance. And, Chinese military technology seems not to cover the shortages yet. 

Domestic problems like ethnic conflicts in Xinjiang-Uyghur provinces could also cause a 

political instability in war time, and it would form a more agitated state if the war goes to 

protracted war with economic sanctions. Thus, China should try to overcome the crisis by 

increasing intensity of (hybrid) threats, because the political regime would be facing its 

political crisis if it fails to achieve goals through the conventional regular war.            

140

                                                 

139 Also, see Appendix C. 

 The 

comment implies that China would deter U.S. directly while enforcing a mutual-assistance 

system with Anti-American countries for expansion of global influence. Especially, it is 

bound to make a military tie with China’s blood country North Korea whereas it strengthens a 

cooperative relationship with terrorist groups not only regular countries in non-Asian regions. 

With a military training, China has actually had several cases of arms aid to Anti-American 

140 Tom Rogan, “The Russian Bear and the Chinese Dragon Are Standing Together against America,” CBS 
News, May 11, 2015, accessed May 23, 2015,  
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/418180/russian-bear-and-chinese-dragon-are-standing-together-against-
america-tom-rogan. 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/418180/russian-bear-and-chinese-dragon-are-standing-together-against-america-tom-rogan�
http://www.nationalreview.com/article/418180/russian-bear-and-chinese-dragon-are-standing-together-against-america-tom-rogan�
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countries/groups such as Iran and Hezbollah141 and it opens to possibility of which China 

would expand its battle field over those regions by maintaining the military relations. 

Meanwhile, to impede combined military capabilities of U.S., China has diverse options, for 

example, to threaten the traditional allies by military pressure, or to incur financial burdens to 

those countries. Similarly, China would take a deterrent activity against the enemy state via 

regional communities or international institutions. For instance, as trade volume between 

ASEAN members and China is more increased, economic dependence of the regional 

countries to China would get more deeply involved. In this situation, the countries have to 

maintain a stable relation with China and, then China could win the countries over to its side. 

On the other hand, the U.S. Department of Defense cut off 500 billion dollars over the ten 

year period in FY 2012-2021 due to the budget sequester action. 142  Although U.S. 

government announced that the budgets for military forces deployed in East Asia/western 

Pacific will not be decreased, but it implies that the military forces in other regions are 

reduced relatively. More critically, ‘American styled war’ has escalated the costs of war 

despite of that financial restriction. For example, during the ‘War on Terror’ campaigns, U.S. 

paid 1,147 billion dollars for costs of the war, but the war turned to failed results.143

                                                 

141 Ahrari, “China’s Preoccupation with Asymmetric War,” 2-6.  

 U.S. 

citizens were becoming more sensitive about the costs while the economy was declining, so 

public opinions of anti-war escalated with occurrence of mistaken bombings to non-

combatant. However, American democracy regime failed to control those blames effectively 

and, as a result, U.S. military had to execute limited missions. Nonetheless, their conservative 

perspective on war would require more expensive weapons and the war would consume more 

142 Congress Research Service, Pivot to the Pacific? 13. 
143 Stephen Daggett, Cost of Major U.S. Wars (Washington DC: Congressional Research Service, 2010), 1-3.  
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material war stocks.  

 Several threats will make China reduce risks. First of all, China must survive from the 

formidable U.S. conventional forces while preventing the enemy’s superior joint operations 

based on cross-domain synergy. Plus, the combined operations the ASB doctrine stresses on 

will harass China. At another point, foreign dependent on strategic resources of China is 

likely to be also damaged by enemy’s blockades and the loss of SLOCs would also degrade 

ability of war for them. The increasing cost of war is not only an issue of U.S. If China fails 

to reduce the costs, the communist regime has to pay attentions to appease social discontents 

in domestic despite fighting against the strong enemy. Lastly, diverse media (especially, SNSs 

like Face Book) can be a critical threat for Chinese regime, because the media can effect on 

proliferation of democracy or other prohibited political issues by sharing those things freely. 

Chinese government has confronted it squarely with strict censorships, but the situation could 

easily develop into a real crisis if the government loses the function. Acknowledging the 

threat as a critical thing, In May 2015, The PLA Daily announced that, 

 

“If we don’t occupy the internet, someone else well. If we don’t defend this territory, we will 

forfeit it, which could even allow hostile forces to use it to attack our bridgehead…Hostile 

Western forces and a minority of ideological traitors within the country are using the internet to 

attack our Party, discredit China’s leaders, vilify our heroes… the goal is to use the concept of 

“universal values” to confuse us, to use “constitutional democracy” to bring us disorder, to use 

color revolutions to topple us, to use negative public opinion to overturn us.”144

 

       

                                                 

144 Lily Kuo, “China’s military has declared war on Western thought on the internet,” Financial Time, May 
21, 2015, accessed May 23, 2015,  
http://qz.com/409582/chinas-military-has-declared-war-on-western-thought-on-the-internet/. 

http://qz.com/409582/chinas-military-has-declared-war-on-western-thought-on-the-internet/�
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Therefore, the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats help to think what could be 

the China’s hybrid threat or hybrid warfare, and how the conditions could develop the hybrid 

warfare.  

 

A. Unrestricted Cyber Warfare 

Generally speaking, cyber war (or, warfare) is defined as ‘the use of computer technology 

to disrupt the activities of a state or organization, especially the deliberate attacking of 

communication systems by another state or organization,’145 and range of the cyber warfare 

includes comprehensive domains like financial, medical, traffic, electricity and so on. On the 

other hand, military organizations tend to regard the cyber warfare as a narrow conception. 

For example, cyberspace superiority means ‘the degree of dominance in cyberspace by one 

force that permits the secure, reliable conduct of operations by that force, and its related land, 

air, maritime, and space forces at a given time and place without prohibitive interference by 

an adversary.’ 146

However, globalization has made war a more reciprocal-crossed circumstance, having 

correlated the cyber warfare with non-military domains. To cause a social scare, in 2009 

North Korean cyber warriors temporarily paralyzed websites of the Blue House, National 

 In detail, the military organizations recognize that cyber attacks are 

focusing on major systems in the military such as network-centric warfare systems, 

Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 

Reconnaissance, data links, and hacking attacks on those systems, and the ASB doctrine also 

reflects capabilities in that kind of cyber warfare.     

                                                 

145 “Cyberwar,” accessed May 24, 2015, 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/cyberwar. 

146 Department of Defense, Joint Publication 1-0, 58. 
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Assembly, and even private internet services in South Korea as well as the Treasury 

Department and the Homeland Security Department of U.S. In 2011, the cyber warriors 

disturbed Korean people again by DDos attacks on Nonghyup Bank with the Joongang Daily. 

In light of the patterns of the cyber warfare, China’s cyber attack on the globalized economic 

system, open-sourced information, and weak legal systems for the cyber crime of U.S. could 

cause a psychological shock to the American society. This threat can disguise itself as 

criminal acts by criminal groups or individuals by using ‘anonymity’ and it would be 

extremely lethal for the sophisticated information-oriented society of U.S. In the respect, 

Michael Breen insist that China will directly strike the weakness of U.S. by the hybrid threats, 

warning that such cyber space threats can confuse the overall enemy state by the attacks on 

military forces and civilians, generating errors and delay on the cyber space.147

Since the early of 2000s, the Central Military Commission of China has stressed on that 

intelligence warfare and knowledge-based combat are vital in modern war because ‘the 

inferior could defeat the superior through information based combat methods.’

  

148 At present, 

China’s cyber warriors including civilians are above 10,000s.149

                                                 

147 Micahel Breen and Joshua A. Geltzer, “Asymmetric Strategies as Strategies of the Strong,” Parameters-
Journal of the United States Army War College 41 (2011): 45-50. 

 Their capabilities could 

attack the C4ISRs, EW systems, and computerized networks of U.S. military forces in 

physical and in non-physical while destructing political economical, societal, and cultural 

networks involved with each other. By doing so, China would deter the enemy’s using of 

force as well as their operational entry capabilities over the A2/AD shields with causing 

chaos in American society. Ultimately, the indiscriminate cyber warfare would wear ‘will to 

148 Michael Pillsbury, China Debates the Future Security Environment (Washington DC: National Defense 
University Press, 2000), 292. 

149 Gurmeet Kanwal, “China’s Emerging Cyber War Doctrine,” Journal of Defense Studies 3 ( 2009): 14.  
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fight’ of U.S. by progressing it sporadically and intricately.  

 

B. State-Sponsored Terrorism in Multi Domains 

For the doctrinal perspective, the American-styled war is based on full-scaled war whereas 

terrorism is never matched with the war concept, so there is a gap between ASB doctrine and 

terrorism when dealing with the irregular war by the conservative doctrine. Moreover, if not 

the ASB doctrine has fundamental solutions to cover the terrorism, the terror attacks will be 

certainly an asymmetric weapon to catch the weak points of U.S., while exploiting it into the 

battle field on the ASB doctrine or in other place simultaneously.       

The terrorism has been regarded as a weapon of the weak, but sometimes it is used by 

regular states. According to the Section 2656f(d) of Title 22 of the United States Code, state-

sponsored terrorism can be defined as following; ‘the term “international terrorism” means 

terrorism involving citizens or the territory of more than one country’; ‘the term “terrorism” 

means premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against non-combatant targets 

by sub-national groups or clandestine agents’; and ‘the term “terrorist group” means any 

group practicing, or which has significant subgroups which practice, international 

terrorism.’150 In April 2015, EU High Representative Catherine Ashton pointed out that 

Russian intelligence agents and SPETZNAZ SOFs carried out terror attacks on Ukrainian 

government buildings in Slavyansk, Mariupol, Makiivka, Kharkiv, Yenakievo, Druzhkivka, 

Horlivka, Krasny Lyman, and Kramatorsk.151

                                                 

150  “Section 2656f(d) of Title 22 of the United States Code” accessed May 24, 2015 

 So, terrorism can be sometimes used by a 

http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/crt/2012/209990.htm. 
151 Alexander J. Motyl, “Putin’s Russia as a State Sponsor of Terrorism,” World Affairs, April 14, 2014, 

accessed May 24, 2015,  
http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/blog/alexander-j-motyl/putin%E2%80%99s-russia-state-sponsor-terrorism. 

http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/crt/2012/209990.htm�
http://www.worldaffairsjournal.org/blog/alexander-j-motyl/putin%E2%80%99s-russia-state-sponsor-terrorism�
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regular state for political reason.  

It has not known yet, but the size of Chinese special operation force is estimated to range 

from 20,000 to 30,000 personnel, or one percent of entire PLA.152 Other estimation said that 

the SOFs have enhanced rapidity and flexibility on operation and the force’s main target 

contains social infrastructures and leaderships.153

                                                 

152 Dennis J. Blasko, “PLA Special Operation Forces: Organizations, Missions and Training,” China Brief 15 
(2015): 7.  

 If then, Chinese SOFs would be a hybrid 

threat to U.S. Generally, SOFs are employed into diverse missions because of its invisibility 

of infiltration, rapid deployment, minimization of exposure, flexibility of centralization and 

de-centralization, lethal striking power, sustainability of operation, and camouflage, but some 

of the SOFs would be employed into other regions like the continental U.S. while others are 

inducing U.S. military forces to the Chinese coastal line with massive regular PLAs (several 

SOF units would establish unfavorable situations for U.S. forces by ambush or sudden strike 

in the expected entry points or in the enemy’s routes). The deployed SOF units would directly 

aim at social infrastructures as well as the enemy’s military facilities by pretending to be a 

civilian or by cooperating with other civilian supporters in everywhere, thereby exacerbating 

chaos rather than physical damages of U.S. military forces. Because the hybrid war is putting 

emphasis on impediment of the enemy’s political justification by psychological pressures, the 

state-sponsored terrorism would mainly aggravate social division by various ways (for 

example, indiscriminate attacks on innocent civilians, assassination or kidnapping of key 

figures, covert WMD attacks on densely populated areas or strategic infrastructures such as 

power plant, broadcasting facility, banking facility, major government offices, air port & 

harbor and so on), while disappointing American citizens at the same time. Furthermore, they 

153 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress, 55. 
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would evade the enemy’s pursuer by using ‘ambiguity of identification.’ 

 

C. Multiple-Simultaneous Chaos from Outside of the ASB Theater 

With those hybrid threats, China would be bound to generate more complicated situations 

in other places by China’s independent attempts or by combined operations with partners. Not 

only to prevent concentration of the U.S. military forces onto the ASB theaters but also to 

interrupt influx of other enemy forces into the theater, this threat type is a valid stratagem. 

Moreover, U.S. military cannot solely conduct more than two wars in two regions, so this 

warfare would offer an asymmetric weapon harassing the enemy’s concentration of military 

efforts.  

Currently, China has provided about 25 % of total amount of weapons exports to African 

countries, enforcing FDIs and diplomatic relations simultaneously. From 2002 to 2009, 

conventional weapons of 1.1 billion dollars were provided to South-Saharan Africa while 1.4 

billion dollars to North Africa. And, Chinese PLA is maintaining military diplomacy with one 

third of total African countries whereas U.S. is overlooking the relations with the region.154

                                                 

154 Larry Hanauer and Lyle J. Morris, Chinese Engagement in Africa: Drivers, Reactions, and Implications 
for U.S. Policy (Santa Monica: RAND, 2013), 48. 

 

There are several Anti-American countries here but this is not the end. In Middle East or in 

Latin America region, China has also maintained the relations with Anti-American countries 

and even with terrorist groups. Thanks to the China’s supports, those countries/terrorist 

groups can establish close mutual-assistance structures against U.S. with exerting conflicts on 

religion or nationalism. More dangerously, this remains possibility of menacing expatriates 

and assets of U.S. and allies in the regions by themselves (instead of China). If it really 

occurs, U.S. should prepare another military campaign even though they are encountering the 
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Chinese PLAs.     

Therefore, China would create the chaotic situations by dispersing the enemy’s abilities 

into wrong regions in order to prevent (re)assembly of U.S. forces in Chinese region, and 

they would recover from inferior capabilities on the regular war whereas pre-planned U.S. 

operations are significantly delayed. Another threat could be imagined from another context 

in the U.S. military. For example, when several Chinese ballistic missiles dispatched in Iran 

are launched toward the homeland, which regional U.S. command would lead the missile 

defense operation and which command should take a responsibility of it? Chain of command 

on the operation is unclear whether who is a supporting side or who is a supported side, 

because the launch area is under USCENTCOM while the threatening missiles are targets of 

USPACOM, but the incoming threats toward the Homeland should be taken by 

CONADCOM. During the consideration, the defense operation would be likely to come to 

naught. Plus, if American merchant ships are attacked by pirates sponsored by China, U.S. 

would have no options to suffer that international crime while causing severe damage in 

national economy like the ‘unrestricted submarine operation’ of WW II. Then U.S. should 

generate additional escorting task forces, but where could U.S. mobilize the additional forces 

under the restricted situation? In the end, China’s regular forces in main-land would pull 

down tolerance of U.S. simultaneously by differentiating intensity of the hybrid threat.  

 

D. Direct Psychological Warfare on the Political Justification  

Compared to the China’s strict control, U.S. censorship system is vulnerable to control 

mass communications. Many enemies of U.S. have always targeted the American media 

industries as a strategic level. Although the domestic media industries tend to report 

incendiary and censorious contents for high-viewer ratings under free competitive market, the 
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government has limited functions. Especially, though there are several specialties such as 

‘public affair’ to cover the media crisis in the military organization, conservatism of the 

organization focusing on combat functions limited its application within public relations or 

psychological operations in the pure sense. Furthermore, ineffective competition between 

diverse intelligence services brought about the results weakening the function while 

generating administrative waste.155

Under the circumstances, other media attacks from external actors have been a factor to 

weaken supports of war by provoking a storm of protest against U.S. foreign policies.

 

156

China has two advantages in the respect. Chinese mass communications are still controlled 

by their communist regime and it has been one of strategic tools to take political propaganda. 

If U.S. cannot get rid of the strong control, it would be difficult to generate a psychological 

 In 

modern war, aftermath by the negative factor was more severe than damage from actual 

battles especially in time when both political-military objectives are not achieved. In Vietnam 

War mentioned, U.S. had to withdraw from the Vietnam with suffering massive casualties and 

also failed to protect democracy against communists. The result brought about critical 

aftermath to overall society of U.S. with dishonorable military history. The Israel-Hezbollah 

conflict in 2006 is another case because the Western styled Israeli Defense Forces ignored the 

effect of media warfare. Despite of precise and massive attacks on IDFs, Hezbollah could 

secure international supports by revealing the gory details showing dead women and blooding 

children and the IDFs could not continue their operations any more due to severe blames of 

the world.  

                                                 

155 Audrey K. Cronin and James M. Ludes, (eds) Attacking Terrorism: Elements of a Grand Strategy 
(Washington DC: Georgetown University Press, 2004), 293-295. 

156 Breen and Geltzer, “Asymmetric Strategies as Strategies of the Strong,” 50-51. 
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effect via the media, and public opinion manipulations by U.S. government or by NGOs 

supported by the U.S. government would be open to criticism because of its sensitive 

democracy system. In sequence, China will positively develop domestic/oversea political 

maneuverings via diverse media activities in order to establish a favorable condition and 

these activities would form disadvantageous situation to U.S. Then, how can it become 

hybrid threats in the hybrid warfare?  

It can be realized by application on military operation and by the psychological attacks on 

non-military domains. The activities in separated domains must be mixed with each other 

complexly. When the ASB is executed, U.S. military forces would strike their targets by 

precise bombing to prevent collateral damages. However, the leading-edge bombing has a lot 

of technological limitations. Among them, the most critical limitation is a mistaken bombing 

on non-combatants and it will incur a sharp censure as always. As the bombing is more 

employed, blames about the unintended results will be more reveled by Chinese media 

activities over the world. It would eventually limit U.S. military actions while it makes 

American soldiers hesitate an offensive action by breaking their spirits as well as publicizing 

involving collateral damages. In conjunction with this, China would embarrass U.S. and its 

allies to conduct the war by stimulating anti-government parties/figures in the enemy states, 

but the situation gets worse when China causes a political disorder by evoking accumulate 

social discontents on political corruption, gaps between the rich and poor, messy scandals, 

social ills, criminal acts, and other negative results.       

 

E. Asymmetric Urban Warfare 

China’s hybrid threat can be expected even in the conventional warfare. Urban warfare is 

emerging as one of difficult circumstance in modern war due to its specific battle conditions, 
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so it will make the U.S. forces hard to complete their missions. U.S. Reserved Army General 

Robert H. Scales confessed that “Urban clutter allows the enemy to hide. Familiar terrain, the 

presence of supporting populations, and a useful infrastructure gives the enemy the advantage 

of sanctuary in the midst of the occupying power, an advantage impossible to achieve in open 

terrain.”157

On the ASB concept, U.S. forces are likely to approach to the east & south coastline of 

China because it is inevitable to secure beachheads along the coastal lines. However, it would 

be difficult to avoid urban warfare on the operation plan for the reason that most populated 

urban areas are located along the line.

 In the respect, such lethality of the urban warfare can coexist with the Mao’s 

guerilla warfare. When guerilla battle was to exhaust enemy troops by drawing them toward 

main land in-depth, the complicate and unfamiliar space of urban area is also able to exhaust 

the enemies again by deception and disguise to degrade their situation awareness. 

158

                                                 

157 Robert H. Scales, “Urban Warfare: A Soldier’s View,” Military Review (January-February 2005): 9.  

 Thus, the war-fighting style of U.S. led by air force 

and navy on the ASB concept would narrow down its operation levels for reducing the 

collateral damages. In fact, most of targeting sensors of U.S. have substantial limitations 

depending on weather, temperature, day or night condition, altitude, geographic condition 

including spotting area and even target, and related PGMs have to be released under the same 

limitations. Moreover, those systems cannot easily identify or strike personnel targets when 

the targets hide inside concrete jungle while it should identify friend or foe in the complicated 

urban circumstance. Chinese strategists would exploit the weakness in order to generate 

mistaken attacks by the enemy and then they would reveal the miserable scenes over the 

158 Along the coastal line, major cities are located as following; Shanghai (population: 22 million), Tianjin 
(11 million), Guangzhou (11 million), Shenzhen (10 million), Dongguan (10,000), Hong kong (7 million), and 
Hangzhou (7 million). “An Introduction to China’s LARGEST Cities,” accessed May 25, 2015, 
http://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/top-large-cities.htm. 

http://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/top-large-cities.htm�
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world. There are three objectives why they encourage the situation. Firstly, by it China 

politicizes issue of inhumanity in the battle on the international stage for broadening its 

supporters whereas amplifying condemnations about U.S. mistakes. In sequence, they have 

intention to draw Chinese people’s solidarity against their enemy by incurring anger and 

vengeance. At third, it is to impose a heavy burden to U.S. decision makers for the purpose of 

refraining from the strong conventional air and naval powers. Lastly, China induces U.S. to 

deploy ground troops into the urban areas in order for more severe damages. If the ground 

forces are deployed in that area, the brave soldiers would have difficulty adapting to 

unfamiliar, but dangerous circumstance and their awareness of exact urban situation would 

require a lot of time despite of their technological advantage. During the adaptation, the 

soldiers would be exposed to massive threats of PLAs, public security forces, militias of 

China. Hence, the ASB doctrine would be in a dilemma even though it has muscular regular 

forces.    

On the contrary, the problem will be more critical when Chinese attack begins in the 

continental U.S. whether it is a regular warfare or an irregular warfare, or both of them. 

Regardless of intensity of damage, mental trauma of the 9/11 terrorism in American society 

would develop into a more psychological shock if remained U.S. military forces cannot 

protect the homeland from China’s offense. Moreover, National Guard and Reserved units of 

U.S. have to consider a different problem if the threat occurs in metropolitan areas such as 

New York. Because it is really possible to occur heavy civilian casualties while they are 

engaging with the oriental threats in the crowd. This could become a political crisis and 

political leader would worry about a negotiation with China, unless U.S. can escape from the 

tactful trap. 
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Figure 4.1 Flow Chart of the Hybrid Threats 

 

The hybrid warfare will be not employed independently. Also, it would not be separated by 

dichotomous dimension between regular war and irregular war, but the hybrid threats will 

appear irregularly and simultaneously with blurring all threat. Thus, China will use its hybrid 

threats of PLA, PLAN, PLAAF and the Second Artillery Forces for the two reasons. Its 

regular forces will cover the Air-Sea Battle forces while attracting the forces into awkward 

circumstance for minimizing China’s damages, weakening the enemy’s will to fight, inducing 

the enemy’s attrition, and coordinating with other hybrid threats. In terms of irregular warfare, 

the hybrid threat will work for establishing favorable conditions for the regular forces by 

generating shock and fear, dispersing and deceiving the enemy forces, harming the enemy’s 
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legitimacy on war, paralyzing the enemy’s capabilities indirectly and securing supporters 

with blames against U.S.   

 

3. Assessment 

In political perspective, the ASB doctrine ignoring the potential enemy’s doctrinal 

principles would escalate security dilemma continuously, causing unstable military balance 

with China. Contrary to the American war-fighting style concentrating on direct confrontation, 

the China’s hybrid warfare is aiming at the weak points of U.S. The threats will constantly 

generate insufficient elements unless the U.S. military sight changes whereas U.S. sticks to 

the conservative perspective by repeating process for American hegemony in East Asia. In 

addition, the regional U.S. allies could change regional power dynamics unstably under the 

security, reappraising China’s national abilities. And, China will try to expand its influence by 

unthinkable military threats. 

As a strategic means for achieving political goals, change of security environment by 

technical advance and globalization is now requiring ‘synergy power’ integrating 

comprehensive elements in non-military realms into the military realms, not only depending 

on military power. Accordingly, a military doctrine has to be developed toward the direction 

adjusting the change and the ASB doctrine should, in fact, reflect more broaden threats in the 

respect. On the other hand, China has supplemented military alternatives to overcome its 

inferiority through the indigenous war philosophies. In terms of balance of power theory, the 

China’s choice is practically right because of their hybrid warfare considering comprehensive 

elements.   

In the military perspective, assessment of the ASB doctrine has to be progressed with more 

calm yardsticks. The conservative context has only pursued the concept of regular war as well 
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as high-tech war concept although, but it is nothing more than a lack of military effectiveness 

against the hybrid threats. Contrarily, the weak China must survive by all means and the 

‘blurring’ threats between regular and irregular war will make the ASB doctrine nominal, 

fooling U.S. military forces.   

The ASB doctrine based on a massive war has an operation concept to access toward main-

land China and its near waters, and it cannot escape from typical decisive confrontation of the 

industrial-age. However, China is one of great powers and it doesn’t have poor military forces 

like Iraq and Afghanistan. In the situation, the reckless frontal attack would cause tremendous 

damage whereas Chinese troops would exhaust the U.S. military by deception and stratagem, 

incurring chaos in other regions including the homeland. The geographic condition isolated 

by seas offers China a role of breakwater, so the ASB doctrine to break through the sanctuary 

should pay enormous costs and the exposed weaknesses of U.S. will require more costs.  

‘Concentration of force’ is an important factor to determine war situation. However, 

victory cannot be guaranteed if failed the concentration, even though the military force has 

good weapons and well-planned operations. In the respect, the ASB doctrine has to 

concentrate its powers in the air and in the waters for not only establishing favorable 

conditions but also unfolding steady following operations, but Chinese threat could disperse 

the joined U.S. military forces by diverting the enemy’s attention away from the wrong place 

while denying enforcement of U.S. forces from other regions. With it, Chinese PLAs would 

force themselves into the occupied operation areas of U.S. when the weakened force status 

comes, so the ASB doctrine is a restricted operation concept.    

Because increasing costs of war results in serious discontents, the ASB doctrine has high-

priced military powers and massive-scaled war-fighting patterns would make a different 

limitation. When China’s war concept is to break enemy’s will to fight by the hybrid threats, 
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the Chinese forces would threaten the opposite by elusive patterns anyway and, by doing so, 

the expensive doctrine would find no supports from people with raising the costs 

astronomically.  

Returning back to its operation range, the doctrine abandons defensive operation phase in 

other regions like the continental U.S. because it just adheres to eliminate the adversary 

within the East Asian region. If indiscriminate attacks appear in other places, shock and fear 

in America society would be very serious while people raise a question about effectiveness of 

the ASB doctrine as well as possibility of a recurrence of the asymmetric threats. So, the 

doctrine and its operation range are not only narrow-minded but also inflexible.  

The Chinese hybrid warfare has a lot of asymmetric patterns to stimulate the enemy’s 

intangible characteristics, so if it incurs agitation and disturbance in the American society, its 

objective would be accomplished. Nonetheless, policy makers of the U.S. military force are 

still neglecting to develop proper alternatives, but they also disparages it as a subservient 

stuff of outside the military even though there are some actual cases suffering those 

intangible threats. As the result, the ASB doctrine is never able to work fully in the military 

conflict against China. And, it cannot be a proper alternative as a representative operational 

doctrine to counter-act China.          
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

 

As a doctrinal concept, the Air-Sea Battle doctrine will substantially effect on U.S. military 

operations in the future. With it, the traditional U.S. allies will decide their military 

performance, paying attention to de facto capabilities of the ASB doctrine. Thus, this doctrine 

has to reflect the war patterns of modern and future war more positively, thereby overcoming 

the security dilemma in the region. Plus, U.S. will continuously use military power in new 

security environment in order for status quo, interests, and the grand strategy, so the doctrine 

should be a decisive variable to determine security of U.S. With recommendation to carry out 

that obligatory thoroughly, this thesis was written to find a hopeful answer to the question 

‘what makes our military forces exist’ and so ‘how the military forces should exist.’ 

As the first main question suggested, this thesis focused on ‘why that ASB concept should 

be developed as a military doctrine and which factors have effected on it.’ To observe it 

objectively, view point, however, put more weight on specific interaction between political 

context and propensity of military organization than naïve elements in military realm, so it 

could know that the ASB doctrine exists in the range of regular warfare influenced by 

conservatism on U.S. military society, not either new or innovative.  

The harsh reality in the anarchy imposes a state to search for a way to survive by itself and 

this is the international relation what realists have said. In the world, a state never condone a 

rival’s challenge that is at risk for negative results for it and using military forces is a 

practical mean to solve the problem. The balance theory explaining security dilemma is a 

good cornerstone to understand aspects of the military competition between rivals and it 

provided a clear basis for why the doctrine should be developed in terms of political and 
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military perspective. Some particular circumstances surrounding a state make the state gain a 

foothold for the survival through developing its own national strategy, and the maritime 

power U.S. has developed its hegemonic power by establishing the grand strategy. Therefore, 

sudden emergence of Chinese military forces is politically a trap to hold U.S.’s ankle and the 

employment of U.S. military power cannot be excluded from the state’s strategic efforts for 

overcoming the security dilemma as always. In a way, the ASB doctrine suggests specified 

principles for conducting effective war compelled by the military strength reduction of U.S., 

but it was eventually developed by the intention to resolve the dilemma.  

Clausewitz said ‘war is the continuation of politics by other means.’159

 Although Chinese political regime has maintained flexible policies under the modified 

communism by growing economic success since 1980s, but the political entity is 

fundamentally communism. This is inconsistent with American democracy and these 

opposing ideologies could incur an ideological conflict between two great powers again after 

the era of Cold War. China imagines a regional hegemony power founded on the political 

 War can work 

decisively by political intention at a crucial moment for a state’s survival. To achieve its 

political goal, the war should not be conducted by worn-out ideas led by ‘blindness’ and 

‘back and white’ because the opposite will always exploit the enemy’s weaknesses as an 

opportunity striking the enemy’s spots. The concept of hybrid war is criticizing ‘mannerism’ 

of U.S. military culture derived from materialism in technology era, stressing on blurring war 

pattern integrating regular and irregular warfare into the complicated combat spectrum, It is 

really doubt that how much the ASB doctrine pursuing conventional war understands the 

essence of war, and how much it can also cover change of war patterns and involved trends.    

                                                 

159 Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1984), 87.  
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ideology and furthermore it has challenged the world only super power, the United States 

gradually. While China has expanded its influence offensively through armed modernization 

of PLAs, U.S. has tried to deter the challenge by preparing military counter-measure such as 

the ASB doctrine because the potential enemy would impede the power projection capability 

and ‘freedom of navigation’. However, it is not simple to solve the dilemma by war. The 

reason is that the hi-tech centric war of U.S. has no insight to observe what the real threats of 

the enemy is due to the conservative professionalism, and any perfect military policies 

(especially, military doctrine) cannot be created under that circumstance.        

Together with the doctrinal definition, studying the question ‘what is the basic concept on 

the ASB doctrine’ clearly showed the insufficient capabilities of the doctrine against the 

China’s hybrid warfare grasping the new war theories mentioned onto it. When a doctrine 

offers principles of war to military organizations as its role, the doctrine is not God’s grace 

that appears suddenly, but it develops and gets far steadily within the military’s view point. 

However, the military also has a simultaneous duty to lead innovation of the doctrine for 

performing the sacred obligation ‘national defense’ by compromising with the world outside 

the military and by observing the phenomenon of war transparently. Certainly, war is now 

evolving, and the patterns of war are also appearing in different ways from the past. Even this 

situation, the ASB doctrine doesn’t think outside of the box which U.S. military organizations 

have built up by themselves. 

In fact, China has concealed their military doctrine and intention and U.S. has not yet 

opened the Pandora’s box. Nevertheless, the decision making process of the U.S. is seeing the 

potential enemy’s threats in self-centered view point. Even though the political regime that is 

above the military organizations stresses on flexible approaches, U.S. military forces are still 

persisting that ‘war is just the military’s possession.’ As the definition shown, in the ASB 
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doctrine the military only described the A2/AD threats in the regular war concept, but also it 

regards the threats as all of Chinese ones. By this fixed cognition, the doctrine is just a joint 

operation concept to deter, destroy, and demolish the enemy’s regular forces by exploiting the 

synergy effect between stereoscopic domains, but it is unilateral and implicit. Plus, the basic 

concept only considers concentration of regular forces onto the Chinese operation theater for 

compulsive operation entry as well as the physical blockade campaign whereas it cannot 

provide other principles to cover different crisis in different region. Be that as it may, the 

doctrine cannot guarantee a victory clearly in the face-to-face confrontation against the 

Chinese tactful stratagem. Moreover, the U.S. military forces did not develop a military 

doctrine dealing with ‘smart war’ which can prevent protracted war whereas minimizing 

casualties in the military conflicts against the less strong terrorists or irregular forces than 

Chinese military. In the end, the dragon’s huge shadow will expose embarrassing matters on 

the ASB doctrine and the U.S. Military Forces by the lethality of hybrid war while more 

darkening its identification than the unusual afterimages of existing war.               

  On the contrary, China strategists have upgraded the indigenous war philosophies for a 

long time. They could also reinterpret their doctrinaire thoughts as befitted with modern war. 

In the respect, the theory of hybrid war helps to understand the China’s expectable threats 

while suggesting a key concept that hybrid war/warfare will appear by blurring several 

boundaries between regular war and irregular war, and between military realm and non-

military realm, mixing invisibility of military operations, asymmetry between offense and 

defense into the boundaries irregularly as well as multilaterally. In fact, Sun Tzu’s Art of War 

and Mao’s the people’s war have been a driving force to defeat the strong enemies despite the 

disadvantages, while the ideas have dominated doctrinal thought and perspective of Chinese 

military organizations. In the era of modern war, Chinese communists didn’t ignore those 
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ideas although they have stressed on diverse slogans focusing on armed modernization since 

Gulf War. So, it cannot ignore the traditional ideas when military policy makers calculate the 

enemy threats.     

In a sense, ASB doctrine missed opportunity to calculate the threats from the oriental 

context. Moreover, it should be developed, having critical questions ‘which factors could 

really effect on development of the threats and how we can fight with the real threats.’ 

Therefore, the point on the latter part mainly focused on inducing the China’s hybrid 

threat/warfare from fundamental background with the question ‘why the ASB doctrine could 

have limitations and which element on the hybrid threats could make the doctrine 

insufficient.’ In terms of ‘timing’, the ASB is faithful to sequential operation phase, but it 

cannot be success if the sequence is broken. In addition, the doctrine is inadequate for 

covering the enemy’s threats in terms of physical space because it limited the operation 

theater within Chinese region, so China will unfortunately win the U.S. over by foul means in 

other place, not the operation area of ASB concept. Moreover, the American war-fighting 

style must attain objectives on war with minimizing collateral damages in the Chinese theater 

including densely populated areas and the extreme situation of war will generate 

unintentional results massive casualties whether it is friendly soldiers or innocent Chinese 

civilians with deployment of U.S. ground forces.  

Our world was changed. The proliferation of information and its impact are becoming one 

of lethal weapons for everyone thanks to globalization and remarkable advance of technology, 

while destruction power of the modern weapons gets more powerful. States have not been 

able to prevent the WMDs easily because the formidable threats are now blurring between 

every domains, not only their militaries. So, this new problems are positioning as a 

fundamental threat aiming at fall of the enemy’s political regime directly while inducing 
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political justification and legal debates for example. Still, the ASB doctrine doesn’t reflect 

those challenges on any part of it because the U.S. forces disparage those things as an extra 

stuff.  

Meanwhile, it is highly unrealistic to develop another doctrines independent from the ASB 

doctrine in order to cover the hybrid threats, because it is physically impossible to reform 

some problems hard to apply into ‘perfectly’ new things due to the military organization’s 

characteristic reluctant to reflect unverified innovations into its policy. Rather, it would be 

more practical to analysis present situations of the doctrine by itself and to excavate 

opportunities from the results. Then, the doctrine could be improved well for cover the hybrid 

threats.       

If a reader asks that the hybrid warfare can be really unfolded as expected in this paper, it 

might be a question of who does not appreciate the essence of war exactly. Because, any 

military organization, any paramilitary force, or even any individual combatant will not 

reveal their own attack plans in terms of a secret affair. Even if the expected threats are really 

executed like that, it is just a part of threats that the enemy are considering in nature, so it is 

not sure that China’s hybrid threats will hold in that way. Moreover, official documents or 

reliable materials published by Chinese government are hard to find under this investigation 

and this situation made this study difficult to anticipate those threats. Nevertheless, 

concerning the unusual and unconventional threats would be a good chance to induce 

improvement of the unstable doctrine, although our modern war just argues the latest 

weapons and material warfare in every time. With that, I strongly believe that this study will 

be meaningful by newly recognizing a new war pattern which we have to encounter, rather 

than giving undue value to simply enumerate the expectable threats.  

All things considered, alternatives for the ASB doctrine must be mentioned more strongly 
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for the sake of counter-hybrid warfare. As known, this study has spent a lot of time on 

criticizing the conventional war-fighting style of U.S. Military Forces while focusing on 

developing a basis for the balanced doctrine integrating regular and irregular warfare. 

Consequently, it could not suggest a series of alternatives considering the hybrid war concept 

such as a doctrinal alternative, a modified operation procedure, and required tactics & 

weapon systems for example. So, I am just leaving the following process behind a next task, 

arguing that a concrete requirement institution and its appropriate grounds must persuade 

policy makers before an improved defense policy.   

Whether a state or a non-state organization, actors on war have always held enemy’s 

mistakes as the best opportunity for achieving goals. From ancient time to now, human’s war 

always proved the truth, and our future war will exploit it too. Nevertheless, differences 

between the endless wars would only depend on the way how a military organization can 

utilize its doctrines innovatively, overthrowing fixed ideas on war. 

Unlimited threats lurking in fogs of war is not an imaginary monster unilaterally described 

by one who is threatened, but it can be generated by one who is threatening him. Moreover, 

potential enemy’s threat will not sweep with a palpable pattern. Therefore, a military 

organization must be able to accept threatening elements calculated resolutely by 

contemplating the enemy’s fundamental backgrounds.  
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Appendix A. Military Expenditure Trends of the US and the PRC  
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Source: “SIPRI Military Expenditure Database,” Accessed May 1, 2015. 
http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/milex_database.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

1. Data for military expenditure by country in constant price US$ (millions), presented according to 

calendar year, and in current (2014) US$m. for 2014. 

2. Data for military expenditure by country as a share of GDP, presented according to calendar year. 

3. All figures for the USA are for financial year (1 Oct. of the previous year-30 Sep. of the stated year) 

rather than calendar year. 

4. The figures for China are for estimated total military expenditure, including estimates for items not 

included in the official defence budget. On the estimates in local currency and as share of GDP for the 

period 1989-98, see Shaoguang Wang, The military expenditure of China, 1989 to 98, SIPRI Yearbook 

1999: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1999), pp. 

349. The estimates for the years 1999-2014 are based on: publicly-available figures for official military 

expenditure and for certain other items; estimates based on official data and Prof. Wang's methodology 

for others; for the most recent years, where no official data is available for certain items, estimates are 

based on either the percentage change in official military expenditure, recent trends in spending in the 

same category, and in the case of the commercial earnings of the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA), on the 

assumption of a gradual decrease. 

http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/milex_database.�
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Appendix B. China’s Arms Modernization Trends and Developing 

Capabilities 

Capabilities in 

development 

Weapon systems 

(including technologies in development program) 
Note 

Nuclear 

Weapons 

Advanced MIRVs technologies with penetration aids 

CSS-4 (DF-5), CSS-10 Mod 1/Mod 2 (DF-31/DF-4), CSS-3 

(DF-4), and Movable CSS-5 (DF-21) MRBM 

CSS-10 Mod 2 (will be acquired by 2015) 

Submarine-based JL-2 SLBM (with Jin-class SSBN) 

The estimated range of JL-2 

SLBM is about 7,400km. 

Counter- 

space 

ASAT missiles 

Direct Energy Weapons and satellite jammer 

Technologies of Direct-ascent kinetic kill against Low Earth 

Orbit Satellite 

- 

Informationalized 

Military 

Capabilities on Electronic Countermeasures and RDRs 

Jamming and EW on cyber operations procedure 

Deception to counter space and kinetic operation forces 

- 

Air defense 

Russian-built Su-27/Su-30 

Indigenous J-10, J-11B fighters (with long-range cruise 

missile) 

Long-range UAVs carrying guided munitions: Xianglong, 

Yilong, Sky Saber, and China’s first stealthy UAV/UCAV 

Lijian 

Advanced SAMs: CSA-9 (HQ-9), Russian SA-10 (S-

300PMU) and SA-20 (S-300PMU1/PMU2) 

Russian extremely long-range SA-X-21b (S-400) SAM 

CSA-9 SAM will be improved 

its range beyond 200km in the 

future. 
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Ballistic Missile 

Defense 

Russian SA-20 PMU2 (export version) 

CSA-9 SAM 

 

SA-20 PMU2 is the latest 

SAM system of Russian 

military technology and its 

cover range is over 1,000km. 

Cyber warfare 

Enable data collection for intelligence 

Constrains an adversary’s action or slows their response 

A force multiplier when coupled with kinetic attacks 

- 

Capabilities 

enabling power 

projection and 

A2/AD 

CJ-10 LACM 

CSS-5 (DF-21) ASBM or MRBM 

New LUYANG Class-III DDG with LACMs 

H-6 bombers and Y-8 long-range reco 

Stealth fighter J-31 with J-20 

Y-20 new heavy-lift aircraft 

CV-16 LIAONING aircraft carrier with J-15 fighter jet 

KILO SS, SONG SS, YUAN SSP, SHANG SSN etc 

- 

Capabilities to 

realize a ‘Blue 

Navy’ 

LUYANG III-class DDG 

JIANGKAI II-class FFG 

JIANGDAO-class FFL 

SOVREMENNY II-class DDG 

Type 081-class new amphibious assault ship 

- 

Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress, 29-37. 
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Appendix C. Military Power Comparison between China and USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Categories China USA 

Personnel 

Active military 2,285,000 1,492,000 
Reserve military 510,000 843,750 

Paramilitary 4,132,000 14,000 
Total 6,927,000 2,349,750 

Land 
warfare 
systems 

Tanks 9,150 8,848 
AFVs (+IFVs) 4,788 41,062 
Self-propelled 

Artilleries 
1,710 1,934 

Towed artilleries 6,246 1,299 
MLRSs 1,770 1,331 

Maritime 
warfare 
systems 

Aircraft Carriers 1 20 
Submarines 67 72 
Destroyers 25 62 

Frigates 47 10 
Corvettes 23 0 

Mine warfare crafts 6 11 

Air warfare 
systems 

Aircraft (all type) 2,860 13,892 
Fighters 1,066 2,207 

Bombers/Attacks 
(fixed wing) 

1,311 2,797 

Trainers 352 2,809 
Transports 876 5,366 
Helicopters 908 6,196 

Attack helicopter 196 920 

Notes 

1. Personnel data of China was from International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS). Hackett, James 
(ed.), The Military Balance 2012, (London: Routledge, 2012), p.233-242 

2. Personnel data of USA was from Armed Forces Strength Figures. U.S. Department of Defense,  
“Armed Forces Strength Figures,” lat modified February  20, 2015, 
https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/appj/dwp/reports.do?category=reports&subCat=milActDutReg. 

3. Other data was from “Military power comparison results for China vs. United States of America,” 
Accessed May 23, 2015, 
http://www.globalfirepower.com/countries-comparison-
detail.asp?form=form&country1=china&country2=united-states-of-america&Submit=COMPARE.  

4. The paramilitary force of China includes about 3,000,000 PLA militias.  

https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/appj/dwp/reports.do?category=reports&subCat=milActDutReg�
http://www.globalfirepower.com/countries-comparison-detail.asp?form=form&country1=china&country2=united-states-of-america&Submit=COMPARE�
http://www.globalfirepower.com/countries-comparison-detail.asp?form=form&country1=china&country2=united-states-of-america&Submit=COMPARE�
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Appendix D. Military Costs of Major U.S. Wars, 1775-2010 
(Updated to include appropriations enacted and requested through FY2010) 

 Year of War Spending Peak Year of War Spending 

 

Total Military Cost of 
War in 

Millions/Billions of 
Dollars 

War Cost % 
GDP in Peak 
Year of War 

Total Defense % 
GDP in Peak Year 

of War 

American Revolution 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1775-1783 
101 million 

2,407 million 
NA NA 

War of 1812 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1812-1815 
90 million 

1,553 million 

2.2% 
(1813) 

2.7% 
(1813) 

Mexican War 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1846-1849 
71 million 

2,376 million 

1.4% 
(1847) 

1.9% 
(1847) 

Civil War: Union 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1861-1865 
3,183 million 

59,631 million 

11.3% 
(1865) 

11.7% 
(1865) 

Civil War: 
Confederacy 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1861-1865 
1,000 million 
20,111 million 

NA NA 

Spanish American 
War 

Current Year $ 
Constant FY2011$ 

1898-1899 
283 million 

9,034 million 

1.1% 
(1899) 

1.5% 
(1899) 

World War I 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1917-1921 
20 billion 

334 billion 

13.6% 
(1919) 

14.1% 
(1919) 

World War II 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1941-1945 
296 billion 

4,104 billion 

35.8% 
(1945) 

37.5% 
(1945) 

Korea 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1950-1953 
30 billion 

341 billion 

4.2% 
(1952) 

13.2% 
(1952) 

Vietnam 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1965-1975 
111 billion 
738 billion 

2.3% 
(1968) 

9.5% 
(1968) 

Persian Gulf War 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

1990-1991 
61 billion 

102 billion 

0.3% 
(1991) 

4.6% 
(1991) 
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 Year of War Spending Peak Year of War Spending 

 

Total Military Cost of 
War in 

Millions/Billions of 
Dollars 

War Cost % 
GDP in Peak 
Year of War 

Total Defense % 
GDP in Peak Year 

of War 

Iraq 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

2003-2010 
715 billion 
784 billion 

1.0% 
(2008) 

4.3% 
(2008) 

Afghanistan/Other 
Current Year $ 

Constant FY2011$ 

2001-2010 
297 billion 
321 billion 

0.7% 
(2010) 

4.9% 
(2010) 

Total Post-9/11 – Iraq, 
Afghanistan/Other 

Current Year $ 
Constant FY2011$ 

2001-2010 
1,046 billion 
1,147 billion 

1.2% 
(2008) 

4.3% 
(2008) 

Source: Daggett, Cost of Major U.S. Wars, 1-3.  
 

 

 

 

 

Notes 
 

1. All estimates are of the costs of military operations only and do not reflect costs of veterans’ benefits, 
interest on war-related debt, or assistance to allies. Except for costs of the American Revolution and the 
Civil War costs of the Confederacy, all estimates are based on U.S. government budget data.  

2. Current year dollar estimates of the costs of the War of 1812 though World War II represent the increase 
in Army and Navy outlay during the period of each war compared to average military spending in the 
previous three years.  

3. For the Civil War costs of the Confederacy, the estimate is from the Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1994. 

4. For the American Revolution, the estimate is from an unofficial financial history of the United States 
published in 1895.  

5. For the Korean War the estimate represents increased expenditures of the DOD during the period of the 
conflict compared to the projected trend from the average of three years before the war to three years 
after.  

6. For the Vietnam War and the Persian Gulf War, figures are DOD estimates of the incremental costs of 
operations, meaning the costs of war-related activities over and above the regular, non-wartime costs of 
defense. For operations since September 11, 2001, through FY 2009, figures reflect CRS estimates of 
war-related appropriations.  

7. The current-year dollar estimates are converted to constant prices using estimates of changes in the 
consumer price index for years prior to 1940 and using Office of Management and Budget and DOD 
estimates of defense inflation for years thereafter.  

8. The CPI estimates used here are from a data base maintained at Oregon State University. The data base 
periodically updates figures for new official CPI estimates of the U.S. Department of Commerce.  

 


